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P REFACE

N THIS REPORT tve take a comprehensive look at the governance
of American higher education. We trace its rnots, review how
decision-making arra.ngemerts have been affected by current con-

ditions, and suggest a governance framework for the future.
In the development of this study, our staff reviewed relevant

literature and consulted with many authorities. We also Conducted
a national Survey of decision making in higher education. Through it,
we hay,: een able to determine where the effectiNe level of decision
making occ us in different types of institutions in the separate states.

Our concern throughout has been with bbth public and private
education. Independent institutions have been deeply touched in
recent years by government at both state and federal levels. Such
colleget also have governance cormections with constituencies in the
public sector However, the emphasis of thit report iS heaviest on
the public sector because it is there that linkages between higher
education and state government are, by definition, more intense.

To generalize about American higher education=etpecially in
matters of governanceis risky. There are, after all, over 3,000 colleges
and universities in the United States, each with its own unique prac-
tices and traditions, and circumstances vary greatly frori one region
to another. Therefore, we -acknowledge that there are marked excep=
tions to our conclusions about governance conditions that seem to
apply to most higher learning institutions.

A word about the organization of this report may be helpful.
First, we define what we call the mential core of the academic enter-
prise and trace its roots. We then look at the tradition of self-
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regulation in American higher education, beginning with the govern-
ing hoard and continuing to voluntary accreditation. In Section Three,
we examine governance connections beyond the campusthe state,
the federal government, and the courtsthat have significantly altered
the mission and the governance of higher education. The last section
of our report summarizes major conclusions of the preceding chapters
and pulls together key _recommendations in what we call A Govern-
ance Framework For Higher Educaion.

This report has no single author. With the assistance of his staff,
it was prepared by the president of the Foundation; who assumes
responsibility for the final statement. Special credit, however, should
he given to Dr. James Herbert, project director, and Ms; Caml
Herrnstadt Shulman, associate director, for their e7cellent work in
gathering data, shaping issues and drafting materials for review. We
have consulted widely with educators and governmenz 5fficials. We
wish to thank all of them_ for their assistance and counseL

We particularly thank our National Panel on Government and
Higher Education (see page viii), and members of the Board of
Trustees who have reviewed the text and shared their reactions. While
the national panel significantly helped to shape the conclusions found
in the report, and while there was wide consensus on most issues, we
underscore the point that members of the panel are not individually
or collectively responsible for the conclusions set forth.

We submit this essay at a critical moment in American higher
education. We hope that it will stimulate discussion about academic
governance and, in the process, strengthen the integrity of the nation's
colleges and universities and improve their accountability to the public.

ERNEST L. BOYER

President
The Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching
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PART ONE

THE ROOTS OF INDEPENDENCE

I. The Essential Mission

IL TnIstees: The American Tradition



THE ESSENTIAL MISSION

HEN WE BEGAN this study almost 24 months ago, there
were widespread complaintS about federal instrusion
into the administ:ation of colleges and universities.

Higher education, it was feared, was fast becoming just another
Washington-iegulated industry. Every college president, it seemed,
had his or her own favorite story about paper Work and bureaucratic
harassment.

As our work progressed, however, the debate over control of the
-campus took a new turn. Colleges became mord concerned about
budget cutbacks than federal_control, and we heard fewer complaints
about WaShinston interference. At the same time, intervention by state
governments continued tc. increase, and we also discovered in the course
of our rtudy that higher &IL tion, through specialized accrediting agencies,
was lxing threatened from within.

Thus, while the debate over academic governance may have shifted,
r.ie fundamental issues have not changed. There remains, in the control

tigher education, an inherent tension. Colleges and universities are
expected to respond to the needs of the society of which they are a part
while also being free to carry on, without undue interference, their
esential work.

Ideally, the twin obligations of kistimtional integrity and public
accountability can be kept in balance. In practice, pressures seem con-
tinuously to push the Lampur in one direction, then another. At times,
excessive demands of society chip away at the integrity of the uni-
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versity. At other times, the _academy seems unresponsive to public
needs. Therefore; the central issue of our report is this: How ?can
colleges and universities that are increasingly in the nation's service
sustain their traditions of seif-control while being accountable to the
various constituencies they erve?

In recent years; demands for accountability by agencies beyond
the carn_pus have caused confusion about where authority is lodged and
have worn down the traditional governance structures of higher edu-
cation. Leadership in the academy has been weakened. We conclude
that if the correct balance between integrity and accountability is to
be maintained, the academy must assume more responsibility for
regulating itself.

We do not suggest that colleges and universities can carry on their
work in isolation. There is; in the stii ''st sense; no such thing as
autonomy on campus. Both pubh. and private institutions are socially
engage& They are answerable to the people who support them
and cannot be excused from explaining, and perhaps defending, what
they do.

However, maintaining the integrity of higher learning is ab-
solutely crucial if society _is to be well serve& The university is a
unique institution, a repository of our cultural heritage and a source
of the nation's future intellectual and economic growth. Therefore,
the academy must be free to direct, without outside interference, those
functions that may, from time to time, challenge, but ultimately will
enrich, the culture they sustain.

But how is the essential mission of the university to be defined?
Where is the line to be drawn between the campus and the state?
In 1957, in Sweezy v. New Hampshire, the United States Supreme
Court considered the rights of a professor who refusedito testify about
the contents of a lecture given on a college campus._ In a concurring
opinion, justices Frankfurter and Harlan affirmed "the four essential
freedoms of a university: to determine for itself on academic grounds
who may teach; what may be taught, how it shall be taught, and
who may be admitted to study."

This formulation is rooted in a long tradition. The first univer-
sities were places where sCholars assembled to teach and learn. In
twelfth-century Bologna, guilds of students, patronized by wealthy
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families, came together to manage their accoinmodations in- the
city and to monitor the performance of their instructor& In Paris,
masters formed an association in the guild tradition to control the
training and certification of their fellow teacher&

The Parisian masters and Students received special status within
the church that fred them from municipal control, And in 1215,
after a conflict between kxal religiout authorities and the university,
Pope Inn Ocent III reaffirmed the authority of the masters to grant
the coveted license to teach.' The freedom of the masters to determine
who would teach and what would be taught was vigorously defended,
and in 1229, the masters at Paris suspended lectures in a dispute over
their coriorate jurisdiction.

Oxford, following largely in the Paris tradition, was also or-
ganized by teacher& Indeed, during the great suspension of 1229,
many Parisian triasters migrated to Oxford at the invitation of the
English king.3 Frequent disputes between the campus and the town
arose Over Such matters as__ rents and the prices of bread and ale. The
university, however; appealed directly to the king, who gave the inSti--
tution considerable independence from the town.

In 1303, King Edward I asked Pope Benedia XI to recognize
Oxford's right to grant the ita ubtque docendi, the license to teach
anywhere. King Edward II renewed the request in 1317, this time
directing it to Pope John XXII. Although neither pope ever explicitly
honored these requeStS; medieval lawyers reasoned that since Oxford
was already operating as a university it must, therefore, possess the
corporate authority needed to carry on its work.'

Here then is the essential point: The great medieval universities
emerged as independent inStitutions with power _and prestige. The
universities authority over who_should teach and what students should
be taught was firmly ettablithed and reinforced by_corporate independ=
ence. Although institutional autonomy *At often challenged by
church and state, and although the freedom of individual teachers was
often internally restricted by petty regulations, the coTorate authority
of the university protected scholars from outside control.

In a book on academic freedom, Richard Hofstadter describes
how universities created special conditions conducive to scholarship:

In return for their loyalty; teachers were surrounded by an

5
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institutional framework that supported their pride and
security as men of learning_ and offered them a vigorous
defense against inteJerence. Indeed, in great crises the posi-
tions even of such heretics as Wyclif and Huss were for a
time strengthened by powerful support given them within
their universities.'

If the integrity of higher education is to be preserved, the
academy must have full author4 over those essential functions that
relate to teaching and research. These include the selection of faculty,

the content of courses, the processes of instruction; the establislunent
of academic standards, and the assessment of performance. Academic
integrity also requires that the university have control over the con-
duct of cam?us-based research and the ditsemination of results. These
functions constitute, we believe, tb z. essential core of academic life.
It is here that the integrity of the campus must be uncompromisingly
defended.

A related point is that the fre6 purtuit of knowledge goes beyond
the rights of individual scholars and their students. The violation of
academic freedom can occur not only within a university; it can
happen to a university as well;

University of WisconSin President Robert M. O'Neil, writing on
the issue of autonomy in American hiier education, has noted that
"all of the academic freedom decisions to date have involved individual
rights and libertiesto engage in political activity, to teach freely, to
join lawfully in controverSial gtoupS and the like." 6 O'Neil then
proceeds m make this cogent point:

Individuals within the academic community cannot be free
to ...each and study if the institution is not free. ; .. If govern-
mental regulation should seriously invade_ or disrupt these
supportive activities, even without directly abridging the
liberty of individual professors or students, a cogent consti-
tutional case could be made for institutional standing to
assert its autonomy.'

Discovering the precise point at which academic integrity battles
should be waged is never easy. All activities on campus ultimately
intersect, and the line between the so-called academic and nonacademic
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frequently is blurred. Still, some functions are more truly vital than
others. The work of Scholars arid their students is at the eSSential
core; and it is herewhi,re "academic fredom" issues are involved
that the defenSe of the academy shculd take place.

There are times, of course, when the essential core of die uni-
versity collides, or appears ro collide; with other values of equal or,
perhaps; transcendent merit to socieg at large. These dilethinas must
be candidly confronted and, We hoPe; resolved. A discussion of_the
governance of higher education must begin; hOwever, with the recog-
nition that the university is a unique institution with a unique mission.
At the heart of the enterprise are those who teach and those who
learn. Since human curiosity and potential cannot and should not be
constrained, stholars and_ students must have the freedom required
to carry on their essential work.

In this report, then; we examine the governance of higher edu-
cation. We define governance to mclUde not only the formal decision
arrangements by which colleges and universities carry on their work,
but also the informal procedures by which standards are maintained.
We also include in our definition those forces beyond the "campus that
shape the policies of higher education and to which the academy must
ultimately respond. While we acknowledge that the nation'S colleges
are fully accountable to their public or private constiments, as the
case may be, we acceptas a basic tenet of this reportthat the task
of governance is to sustain and strengthen the essential academic core.
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TRUSTEES: THE AMERICAN
TRADITION

DISCUSSION OF the control of higher education in 1Vmerica

must begin with the governing bbard, where, by law,
authority is lodged. In 1637, the Massachusetts legislature

created a Board of Overseers for Harvard College with a balanced
membership of ministers and government officials: Thirteen years
later; the legislature chartered Harvard as a separate "Corporation
consisting of seven persons (to wit) a President; I e Fellows; and a
Treasurer or Bursar." Immedidre governance of the college was
delegated to this second board, subject to the consent of the overseers.

In Virginia, the College of William and Mary was chartered by
the English crown in 1693. Again, a board of trustees was created with
fourteen of the original eighteen appointments filled by government
officials. However, the William and Mary charter also provided that
"the President and Masters or Professors; of the said College, shall be
a Body politic and incorporate, in Deed and Name."' Thus in Virginia,
as in Massachusetts, there was an external governing board and a
college corporation comprised of those teching in the college.

Yale, even more than Harvard and William and Mary, became
the governance prototype for the nation; In 1701, the Connecticut
legislature established Yale as a "collegiate school." The 10 ministers
who organized the institution arranged to hold full control in fficir
own hands. A charter granted to Yale by the 0..nnecticut legislature
in 1745 recognized president Thomas Clap and the trustees who were



-----the original organizers of the college as a legal corporation"The
President and Fellows of Yale College in New Haven." s The distinc-_
doh was crucial. The college_was tc_be governed by a single board of
external truttees. Princeton, founded in 1746; and virtually all other
colonial colleges; adopted the Yale College corporation model.

In the historic DartniOuth College decision of 1819, the Supreme
Court not only vigorously affirmed the indendence of that college
from the state, but also clearly recognized its board of governors as
the corporate body that_held college property and exercised ultimate
control. No other single action holds greater significance for the
governance of _American higher education.

Dartmouth was founded in 1769 under a royal charter that
granted the fuunder, Eleazar Wheelock, and his fellow trustees th !
right to govern the College and _hold its property in trust for the
original benefactors. When WheelOck died, his son became president
The more liberal Jahn Wheelock; who often found himself in religious
and political con.iict with the Dartmouth board; ultimately was
dismissed.

John Wheelock turned to the New Hampshire state government
for help, and got it The legislature reorganiied Dartmouth into a
state university, altering its board of truttees; and restoring Wheelock
at president But, in 1819, after four yeart of diSpute and litigation,
the United States Supreme Court held that the college charter could
not be altered by the state.

Daniel Webster, who represented Dartmouth in its suit, argued
that independence was essential _to the integrity of the institution. If
independence were lost, declared Webster:

Benefactors will have no certainty of effecting the object
of their bounty; and learned men will be deterred from de-
voting themselves to the_ service of such institutions. . .
Colleges and halls will be deserted by all better spirits, and
become a theatre for the contention of politics. Parry and
faction will be cherished in the places consecrated to piety
and learning.'

.The Dartmouth ruling strengthened the independence of higher
education in America. It also slowed a nush to transform colonial
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colleges into state-controlled institutions, a movement fostered even by
progressive thinkers of the Enlightenment Thomas Jefferson, for ex=
ample, writing to the governor of New Hampshire during the Dart-
mouth controversy, supported the state's position:

The_ idea that institutions established for the use of the
nation cannot be touched or modified, even to make them
answer their end, because of rights gratuitously supposed in
those employed to manage them in trust for the public, may,
perhaps, be a sa'.'itcry provision against the abuse of a
monarch; but it ir 1 ost absurd againtt the nation ittelf.5

The Dartmouth College decision rooted Amencan higher edu-
cation in very different ground. Control of the college was firmly
fixed m the hands of its board of trustees chartered as an independent
corporation. The privilege of the sovereign to delegate functions was
transformed into the right of trustees to carry on their work without
legislative interference.

The principle of institutional independence spread from private
to public colleges and univerSitiet AS *ell. When state higher learning
institutions were established, their boards of trustees were given
corporate power, and some were given constitutional autonomy as
well. The goal, ideally viewed perhaps, was to preserve academic
freedom by keeping a resr)ectful distance between teaching and
research and the short-term political interests of the state.

In 1840, for eicample, a Select committee of the _Michigan
legislature investigated the disappointing progress of the University
of Michigan. In a hart* Worded condemnation of constant legislative
meddling, the committee stated:

It is not surprising that state universities have hitherto,
almost without exception, failed to accompliSh, in propor=
tion to their means, the amount of good that was expected
from them. . . . The argument by which legislatures have
hitherto convinced themselves that it was their duty to
legislate universities to death is this: 'It is a state inStituciOn,
and we are the direct representatives of the people, and
therefore it is expected of us; it is our right . . As if,
because a university belongs to the people, that were reason

10



why it should be doSed to death for fear it would be sick if
left tb le nursed . . . by its immediate guardians.6

In order to keep its higher learning_ institution _from being
"dosed to death" the state of Michigan, in 1850, established its univer-
sity as an indepentient, constitutionally protected corpOration. And
in 1896; the Michigan Supreme Court made explicit the autonomy
of the regents:

The bbard of regents and the legislature derive their Power
from the same supreme authority,namely, the Constitution.
Insofar as the powers of each arc defined by that instrument,
limitations are imposed, and a direct power conferred upon
one necessarily excludes its existence in the other. .. They
are separate and_ distinct constitutional bodies, with the
powers of the_ resents defined. By no rule of construction
Can it be held that either can encmach upon or exercise
the pbwers conferred upon the other.'

The fuil implications of establishing state colleges and univer-
sides as public corporations are found in a dec 'sion of the Illinois
Supreme Court in 1943; In this ruling the court declared:

As long as the prt..-nt statute is :in force; tht State has
committed to the corpc rate entity the absolute power to do
evesything necessary in the management, operation, and
admhnstration of the university. . . . The University is a
public corp-oration.... As such, it may exercise all corporate
poWers necessary to perform the functions for which i.: Was
created... !

Thus, the governmental vructure for both public and private
higher education in America was set A corporate board, the courts
ruled, was the univerSity. It was to that body that the state had
delegated power to peorm the functions for which it was created.
To be sure, this principle was often neglected. The integrity of the
public university has been challenged many times by legislative inter-
ference, and that of the private college by donors or &arch officials.
Still, a unique structure was in place._ Reflecting a tradition rooted in
Oxford, Paris, and Bologna, the independence of American higher
education had been govenunentally and judicially affirmed.
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III
GOVERNANCE ON THE CAMPUS

ROM THE COLONIAL ERA to the mid-nineteenth century,
America's colleges, by today's standards, were easily man-
aged. They were small, with uncomplicated organizations.

In 1850; the University of Michigan Was among the largest instim-
tionS in the nation, yet it had only twenty faculty members. Historian
Laurence Veyey wrote that "early in the nineteenth century it had
been poSsible to speak of the officers of an entire _collegeits presi7
dent, its faculty, and its tnistees=as being of one and the same mind.'

Theoretically, trustees were at the center of institutional authority.
In practice, the mind of an early American college was preeminently
the mind of its president. Selected for an unlimited term by the board
of trustees, the president ordinarily served as their executive agent.
At the same time, he was the principal teacher of the college. Because
many college tutors were recent graduates on their way to a different
permanent occupation, "only the president could Stand before the
governing body as a mature man of learning."'

Teachers- in America's first colleges were a far cry from the
Specialiied and sophisticated professors of today. They were young.
They taught all subjects, and, for the most part, stayed with a _single
class for four years. Their principal govemarce role was to assist the
president in regulating S,:iident behavior. At the fifty-one meetings of
the Dartmouth iaculry in 1828-29; the main items bf business were
student pranks and disorders.'

Gradually, however, campuses became larger, more complex. In
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1870, colleges had an average of abbut ten faculty members and ninety
students. By 1910, these averages had quadrupled and some institu-
tionsMichigan and Harvard, for exampleenrolled more than five
thousand students.' Administrative duties were delegated and assign-
ments made more formal. First, librarians were appointed, and then
registrars. Deans became _common in the 1890s and, at about the
same time, a few of the larger universities appointed their first vice
presidents.

Arthur Twining Hadley, president of Yale from 1899 to 1921;
observed a shift in the presidential role. Hadley said that when he
visited Noah Porter, president of Yale from 1871 to 1886; he would
find him reading Kant in his "study." Much later, Hadley found
Porter's successor, President Timothy Dwight, examining balance

sheets in his "office." 5
The shift noted by Hadley reflected the transformation of the

American university between 1876 and 1910. &ginning at Johns
Hopkins, influences from continental universities brought research
and professionalism tb the campus. Withm forty years, the new univer-
sity had displaced the old.

Universities also became home for a new kind of faculty. Ambi-
tious, research-trained holders of the Ph.D. settled on campus; deter-
mined to make permanent careers of their academie disciplines.
Curricula expanded, and the growth of intellectual specialization
brought new power to the faculty. Only trained, sophisticated profet-
sionals could conduct the intellectual work of the American college
and university.

Daniel Colt Gilman, president of Johns Hopkins University from
1875 to 1901 foresaw that: "The power of the University will depend
upon the character of its resident staff of permanent professors." 6

Professor William Rainey Harper's 1902 description of governance
at the University of Chicago spelled out this new faculty role in
more detail:

All questions involving financial expenditure fall within the
province of the Trustees and are to be considered by
them. . . . all appointments to office in the university are
made directly by the Trustees upon recommendation of the
President ... on questions of fundamental policy, involving
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the establishing of new Faculties and the change of statutes
at established by the Trustees, final action is reserved for the
Trustees themselves: But it is a firmly established policy of
the Trustees that the responsibility for the settlement of
educaiond questions rests with the Faculties.'

The growing numbers and specialization of faculty members led
to the establishitient of academic divisions and departments By 1891,
Harvard had:reorganized into twelve divisions, each of which included
at least one department In 1893, Chicago had twenty-six departments
and other leading universities followed the same trend.8 Since 1900,
the academic department has been the principal arrangement by which
faculties participate in the governante bf higher education.

Academic senates and other campuswide arrangements for fat=
Wty deciSion-rnaking spread rapidly with the expansion of higher
education following the Civil War. But, even with the growth of
faculty influence on campus; presidents continued to have the dom-
inant institutional voice. AS late as 1912; a national poll showed
that 85 percent of the American professors surveyed still felt limited
in their authority and Sought a greater deree of pathcipation in
campus affairs.'

In 1915, the newly found& American Association of University
ProfesSorS (AAUP) ack,pted the historic General Declaration of
Principles: The declaration argued that the professor must be free
from any financial pressure "to hold; or to express, any -conclusion
which is not the genuine and uncolored product of his ov n study or
that of fellow-specialists."" Like federal judges, the professor's tenure
in office should be unconditional, and deparrures from the "scientifi c
spirit and method" should be judged only by faculty peers. However:

If this profession should prove itself unwilling to purge its
ranks of the incompetent and the unworthy, or to prevent
the freedom which it claims in the name of science from
being uSed as a shelter for inefficiency; for superficiality, or
for uncritical and intemperate partisanship, it is certain that
the task will be performed by others...."

Thus, faculty self-regulation wa5 called upon to inaiñaiii1 independ-
ence of intellectual inquiry, the very core of an academic institution.
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In 1966, a Statement on Government of Colleges and Univer-
sities was issued by the AAUP, the American Council on Education
(ACE1, and the Association of Governing Boards of Universities and
Colleges (AGB): Describing the faculty role, the statement said:

The faculty has primary responsibility for such fundamental
areas as curriculum, subject matter and methods of instruc-
tion; research; faculty status, and those aspects of student life
which relate to the educational process. On these matters
the power of review or final decision lodged in the govern-
ing board or delegated by it to the president should be
exercised adversely only in exceptional :circumstances, and
for reasons communicated to the faculty!'

The 1966 statement insisted on the importance of a campuswide
perspective to faculty participation in campus governance. In order
for the faculty to carry out its role:

Agencies for faculty participation in the government of the
college or university should be established at each level
where faculty responsibility is present. An agency should
exist for the presentation of the views of the whole faculty!'

With this statement, higher education's formal understanding of the
place of faculty in governance moved beyond individual and depart-
mental roles to afErm a carnpuswide responsibility.

In 1965, the role of faculty in the governance of American
higher education took another significant turn. In that year the state
of Michigan amended its laws to permit public employees to organize
and bargain collectively. :wo years later, New York's Taylor Law
permitted, for the first time, public employees in that stateincluding
teachers and college faculty membersto organize. New Jersey's
Public Employment Relations Act followed in 1968; In 1970; the
National Labbr Relations Board (NLREl) changed its longstanding
policy of excluding employees in private colleges and universities
from coverage by the National Labor Relations Act.

To date, nearly thirty states permit public empl yees to union-
ize." And, as of july 1981, faculty on 737 campuses were represented
by an elected bargaining agent Eighty-seven percent of all unionized
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colleges are public. Collective bargaining has been most successful
in the community colleges and least successful at the major research
universities.

One of the reasons collective bargaining has been resisted by
some faculties is the fear that key policy decisions will shift from
the campus and I* politically controlled; either by central union
officials or officers of the state. In our survey, we found that the
governor's office handled collective bargaining negotiations in two of
the respc nding states, New York and Pennsylvania; another executive
branch office handles it in two others.

The faculty's ability to organize and bargain collectively at
private institutiens was challenged at Fordham University, C. W. Post
Center (Long Island University), and Adelphi University. In each
case, the National Labor Relations Board ruled that faculty were not
"managerial employees" (who are exempt from the bargaining law)
despite their role in academic governance;

However, in 1978, the United States Court of Appeals agreed
with the administration of Yeshiva University that its faculty were

employees" and thus the university was not requited to
negotiate with its own "managment." The United States Supreme
Court affirmed this opinion in February 1980; citing the "pervasive"
influence of Yeshiva's faculty in virtually all areas of institutional
policymaking, and stressing that the administration had implemented
nearly all recommendations made by the faculty.'5

The impact of the Supreme Court's decision was immediate and
far reaching. At approximately forty private four-year colleges,
adthinistrators either refused to recognize an elected faculty union
or to bargain with a union already recognized. Several college admin-

istrations filed challenges to the faculty union with the NLRB-. Some
unions were decertified, others were not Unionization ;I frculty in
the private sector nearly ceased.

Defining faculty as managers is in sharp c-incrast to the days
when presidents ran the institution and faculty were kept busy con-
trolling unruly students. Ironically, thc court ruling recognizing the
managerial role of faculty comes at the very time debate about
governance and faculty participation appears to have declined and
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when college teachers on many campuses are not actively involved
m key campuswide decisions.

In 1979; college presidents reported that although the academic
senate had a high level of miluence over curricudum and degree
requirements and some influence in long-range planning, in all other
areas of institutional policy the influence of the senate was rated low."

Further, our data show that campus administrators continue to
exercise a dominant influence in the formulation of education policies
at a time when the Yeshiva decison encourages a broader; more
communal view of academic governance.

At a 1981 AAUP conference on faculty governance Henry
Mason, a noted scholar of the topic, observed that "faculty 'incivism'
has increased." " Columbia University provides an example where a
faculty member reported in the summer of 1977 "certain disillusina-
ment concerning the Senate. .. ." This was supported by the fact that:

... early Senate elections were hard fought_contests between
a substantial number of nominees but in the last few years
there have never been more faculty nominees than vacancies
(at least in the Arts and Sciences). Last year, despite an
enormous amount of arm-twisting, tl,e _graduate school was
unable to produce a sufficient number of nominees to fill the
vacancies."

Legally, the rights and responsibilities of faculty are still evolv-
mg. We are concerned, however, that a decline of faculty participa-
tion in campus governance is occurring when many campuses face
cutbackt and retrenchment. Difficult choices must be made in the
days ahead, and if campus integrity is to be preserved, all members
of the academic community--administrators, faculty, and students
must responsibly engage in the governance of higher education.
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IV

REGIONAL AND
NATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

NTIL THE MID-NINETEENTH CENTURY, each college in
America was, in academic matterS, answerable largely to
itself. Educational practices spread informally from one

campus to another, and weak colleges borrowed from the more pres-
tigious ones. Still, there were no fornially agreed-upon national or
regional educational standards to be met

However, as higher education expanded, pressures to establish
standards expanded, ton. Between 1860 and 1890 more than 200
new collegiate institutions were freely chartered by the stateS.1 Many
of the new colleges were born of_ iTligious fervor and local pride.
They were started almost overnight, with few questions asked by
government officials and with no significant oversight arrangements
within the academy itself. Thoughrful leaders recognized that if the
integrity of higher education was to_be preserved, the nation's colleges
would have to find ways to regulate themselves.

Thus, a new dimension was added to the governance of higher
education. Self-regulation moved beyond the campus as educators
voluntarily came together to form associations, to Set Standards, and,
in time, to monitor the performance of their Members. These new
oversight arrangements added greatly to the academic quality of
individual campuses and strengthened the integrity of higher education.

In 1905, Andrew Carnegie established a pension fund for col-
lege faculty members. To adminiSter this program, the new Carnegie
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Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching had to decide which
institutions of higher learning were eligible to participate. The task

was not easy. Henq Pritchett, president of the new Foundation,
observed that "the terms college and university have, as yet, no fixed
meaning on thit continent."'

The Foundation's trustees, led by President Glades W. Eliot

of Harvard, decided that, to be eligible, a college would have to
meet four standards: first, an admission requirement of four years of
preparatory or secondary school study; second, a minimum of six
full-time profeors; third, a four-year course in the arts and sciences;
and fourth; a pfoductiVe endowment of at leatt $200,000.3 Crude

as it was, a yardstick to measure colleges was m place.

The push for standards also cropped up on another front In
the late nineteenth century, college admissions requirements were in

ditarray. Preparatory schools had to provide a different course of

study for every collegiate inStitution. In 1885, the principal of Phillips

Academy at Andover, _Massachusetts, comPlained that "out of over
forTY boys preparing for college next year, we have over twenty
senior classes."'

In response to this confusion; the New England Aisotiation of

Colleges and Secondary SchOolt and the Association of the Colleges
and Secondary Schools of the Middle Atlantic States and Maryland

came together in 1900 to Standardize college admissiots. Theiridelib-
erations led to creation of The College Entrance Examination Roard.

Within the next decade twerity=five eastern colleges and universities

adopted the new "College Board" examinations.
The protection of academic siandaids in higher education was

also encouraged from abroad. In 1905, the newly minted Association
of American Universities (AakU) feceived a letter from the philos-
ophy faculty of the University_of Berlin. Confused by the prolifera-
tion of colleges in America and uncertain as to which degrees should
be accepted, the German professors had_concluded that only those
degrees awarded by members of the AAU would be recosnized for
advanced studies at the University of Berlin. The AAU was reluctant;
however, to become the cenifying agency for all of American higher
education.

Meanwhile, United States government officials moved to fill
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the void. In 1910, Kendric Babcock; the "specialist in higher ecluca=
tion" in the Federal Bureau of Education, developed a list of American
colleges and universities, classifying them on the basis of the succeSS
Of their graduPr.!s in advanced study at AAU universities. The list
had four c---.iegorieS, ranging from most w least successful. Only 17
percent of the American colleges were ranked in the first category.

When a prepublication copy of Babcock's proposal was circulated,
educatorseiccept, perhaps, those from the top 17 percentwere
dismayed. The outcry waS So intense that President William Howard
Taft fOrbade its Publication; Taft's successor, WOodrow Wilson, a
former university president, refuSed to reverse the order. Samuel P.
Capen, one of Babc,ck's successors, wryly observed, "The bureau
learned that there are no tecond and third and fourth class colleges;
that it waS an outrage and an infamy so to designate institutionS whose
sons refiected honor on the State and the nation."5

The federal bureaucracy had learned its lesson well. lktween
1917 and _1952, the Office of Education confined itself to publishing
a list entitled Accredited Higher Education Instz.tions. Thit liSt merely
repofted the colleges and universities accredited by other agencies!'
Government officials refused to do die job them5elves.

After Bakock's defeat in this skirmish, the Association of American
Universities reluctantly agreed to take a more active role in ranking
colleges. In 1914; using, ironically, Bakock's yardstick of graduate
success, the AAU produced a list of 119 accredited_ institutionS.
The association's own twenty-one members were included, Plus all
of the colleges approved by the Carnegie Foundation and institutionS
the Fotmdation would have approved had it not extluded sectarian
schools. This list of AAU=Accredited institudons was transmitted to
the Prus:ian Kultuministeriurn and correspondint; ministers of other
German states.

In 1917, the AAU published a siightly longer list for use by the
registrars of Amerkan graduate and professional_ schools. In 1923, the
association began to visit institutions as a part of its evaluation proce-
dure, a process that absorhed most of the association's energies until
1948. In that year, after publishing a list of 283 approved institu .

tions, the association went out of the accreditation business. Thus,
America'S first and only national system of accrediting institutions of
higher learning had come to an end.
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At the turn of the century; regional acereditation was bginning
to emerge, a voluntary protedure that would have enormous signifi-

cance in the self-regulation of American higher education. On March
29; 1895, representativeS Of a numher of rnidwestern colleges and
universities met in Evanston; Illinois. The final question on their

agenda was: "Shal! StepS be taken looking to cooperation with the

New England and Middle States Associations in securing greater
uniformity in secondary inttruction and in the requirements for adtnis-

sion to college?" The answer was affirmative, and the organization
that resulted was the North Central As.cociation.

Academics accepted self-regUlation partly hecause they feared out-

side control. In 1908, Edmund 3: James; the president of the Univer-

sity of Illinois, warned that "the Standardization of colleges was going

on apace by agencies not wholly m syMPathy with them" and that
"if the educators deSired to have a hand in_ that matter; it behooved
them to act promptly and courageously."' In 1909, after some hesi-

tation, the NOrth Central Attociation adopted explicit standards for

higher education institutions in its regiOn. ThuS began the movement

that would cause a College to he answerable, not only to itself, but
also to peers from other institutions of higher learning.

The North Central criteria were rigorous. Colleges were resuired

not only to have 120 semeSter hours fOr graduation, but also to be
able "to prepare their graduates to enter recognized graduate schools

as candidates for advanced degreeS." The criteria specified the exact
level of endowment or tax support necessary to Maintain this educa-

tional program, required that library and laboratory equipment be

"sufficient," and specified that_the construction and maintenance of
buildings insure "hygienic conditions." The final standard was general:

"the character of the curriculum, the efficiency of instruction, the
scientific spirit," aS well aS the standar& for awarding degrees and

the general "tone of the institution" would be considered.' The North
Central Association published its first list of accredited colleges in

1913.
By 1934, educators had growing doubts about the effectiveness

of rigid standardS, and the North Central Association, which had

been the first regional group to adopt a checklist of requirements,
became the first to eliminate it. Henry NI; Wriston, then president
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of the North Central Association, announced that in the future the
association would become "less and less a policing body and more
and more an organization designed to encourage, to stimulate, and
to evaluate." "

The pattern set by NOrth Central was followed elsewhere in
the country. The Association_ of Colleges and Schools of Southern
States (which became the Southern Association for Colleges and
Schools in 1961) issued its first list of accredited colleges and univer-
ties in 1919, and the Middle Staths Association iollowed in 1921.
The Northwest Association of Secondary and High Schools was
established in 1917, and within SeYeral y&ars adopted North antral's
practice and standards of institutional accreditation.

When the AAU discontinued accrediting in 1948, 53 percent
of the nation's colleges and uniVertities had been accr,:lited by a
regional association." That year, the percentage of institutions that

.
were regionally accredited began to riSe even higher as the Western
College AssOciation began acCrediting. Four years later, the New Eng-
land Association yoted to begin formal accreditation of colleges and
universities. By the 1950s, the six regional associations had become
a national network_ for _accrediting colleges and universities with
emphasis on "assisting inStitutions" rather than on rigid standards.

In due course, voluntary accreditation was_legislatively affirmed.
The Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944the so-called "GI Bill
of Rights"was the key. Under the law; veterans were entitled to
education benefits if they attended institutionS "approved" by state
educadon agencies, but_ no one was Sure how_ an institution was to
achieve this apPrOved natal The Veterans' Administration itself _had
no authority to tell states how td Carry out this responsibility. As a
retult, fly-by-night programs were treated. Shotking Stories of scandal
and abuse began to circulate.

In 1952, the rules were tightened. Congress directed the United
States Commissioner of Education to help state agencies determine
eligibility by "publishing a list of nationally recognized accrediting
agencies and associations which he determineS to be reliable authorities
as to the quality of training Offered by an educational institution." "
The commissioner's first published list of tWenty-eight approved
accrediting associations was drawn largely from the National Com=
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mission on Accrediting, the umbrella association of accrediting bodies.
During the past thirty years, the commissioner's authority to

approve accrediting associations has been reaffirmed in at least

.nty-five &eparate statute& And as accreditation received official
blessing, more and more associations sought federal approval. An
office called the Division of Eligibility and Agency Evaluation in the
United States Office of Education developed detailed criteria to decide
which accrediting agencies _the government should approve. By 1982,
sixty-four associationsbbth regional and professionalwere on the
commissioner's (now secretary's) list (Appendix A)." Self-regula-
tion in American higher education was now backed by the power of
the state. The bureaucracy was kept busy evahating the evaluators.
And access to billions of federal dollars has been limited to institu-
tions accredited by agencies on the approved list.

A marriage of convenience had occurred. The government needed
a yardstick to determine which colleges were eligible to participate in
federal programs. Rather than do the job itself, educational associa-
tions from the private sectoraccrediting bodieswere designated by
government to act as gatekeepers.

The movement for voluntary self-regulation in American higher
education has been remarkably successful. Through regional_ associa-
tions, colleges and universities took the initiative in setting and
enforcing standards. Ironically, in the course of this study we found
that some college leaders have a casual, and sometimes cynical,
attitude toward accreditation.

For many collegesespecially the more prestigious onesaccred-
itation plays no strategic role and on such campuos preparation for
an accreditation visit is perfunctory at best. One administrator, reflect-
ing on his experience as a member of an accreditation team, sum-
marized the situation very well:

Higher education does not take accreditation seriously
enough. It is broadly c.riticized, readily kicked about, and
otherwise ignored. Faculties and administrators from our
most esteemed colleges and universities have not been active
participants in the process."

The academy is not alone in its failure to regulate itself ad-
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equately. Other professionsmedicine, law, businessalso seem un-
willing 1 or unable to establish and maintain high standards. Also as
competition for money and students grows more intense, colleges may
be still less willing, voluntarily, to impose high standards of conduct
on themselves. Yet, if the integrity of higheriducation is to be pre-
served, the strengthening of regional accreditation is urgently re=
quired. If higher education cannot or will not regulate itself, then
public agencies, commercial college guides for students, and the courts
will move in to fill the void.



SPECIALIZATION: A HOUSE DIVIDED

S KNOWLEDGE EXPANDED and new_ disciplines emerged;
specialized associations were formed, not only tx serve
as a forum for ideas but also to protect the special interests

of their members; When these professional bodies bgan accrediting
colleges and universities, a powerful new force was added to the
informal governance structure of higher education.

The American Medical Association was the progenitor of the
specialized accreditation movement in this country. Organized in 1847;
it w ts; from the first, concerned with the quality of medical education.
E*tween 1875 and 1914, some 15,000 doctors educated in Europe
returned to the United States, bringing with them new insights about
the importance of clinical training and research.' Medical schools
were challenged to improve their curricula and to tighten entrance
and graduation requirements.

The 1910 Fleshier report on medical education, sponsored by
The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, _had a
powerful impact The number of medical schools was reduced from
155 to 80. "The weak schools literally melted away."2 In making
his inspection of medical schools, Flexner had an "ideal" in mind;
it was embodied in the johns Hopkins Medical School,_ described by
Flexner as "the first medical school in America of genuine university
type."3 Johns Hopkins hecarne the standard against which all other
medical colleges would be measured.

The success of medicine in setting standards did not go un-
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noticed. The American Denta! Association published its first list of
accredited schools in 1918, and the Amercan Bar Association iieued
its first list in 1923. Throughout the 1920s, associations in fielas such
as landscape architecture, library science, and music began accrediting
programs and institution& In the 1930s, chemistry, engineering,
for-etry, and social work followed. Between 1900 and 1949, forty
specialized groups becanie tholved in accreditation.' Today, -one
2re on the list approved by the Sërëtary of Education.

Professional accrediting began with a noble purpose: to establish,
On a nadonal basis, educational SAandards and practices that assure
minimum competency of graduates of accredited schools. But by the
1940s, the pohtical power of the prcicess was becoming clear. In
1931; Samuel P. Cai chinceflor of the Universiry of Buff:io,
commented:

When the "standarrhAng" movement begm, there were
literally hundredsof inStitutionS, colleges, academies, medi=
cal schools, law schOols, and dental schools that were selling
to the publi-c7--Often at considerable profit to their backers
educational gold bricks. . . Nb Such brilliant success has
ever attended any other MoVement in American education.'

_041y eight years lacer, however, Capen reversed hiMself; decry-
ing the fragmentation of acidemk

I ain against standardizing, any ttaiidardiiing whatever; and
apinst all accrediting . . The issw is plaitt Is the Anatti
can university system to be doMinated by competitive black,
mail, or is it to bi_thiiducted in accordance with the best
judgment of _the_ boards and administrative officers charged
With ibis responsibility through chatters and through legit;
lative enactments?

In 1940, according _to the United Statet government's Educa-
,:al Directory, Samuel Capen'S own privately controlled UniverSity

of Buffalo was accredited by two groups: the Aticiciation of American
Universities and the Middle States Association By _1980, the Directory
repotted that the now publiC State University of New York at Buffalo
was accredited by eighteen separate organizations. Six additional
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organizations accr&dited the State University of New York Health
Sciences Center at Buffalo. Buffalo's list cf accreditanons includes

National Architectural Accrediting F3oard; National Association of

Schdols of Art; American Speech, Language and Hearing Assdciation;

Ainencan Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business; American
Psychological Association (clinical );,, American Psychological Asso-

ciation (counseling); and the list goes on.'
While professional associations moved to raise the standards of

their profession, some groups also used the accrediting proceis to

impose unreasonable_ and restrictive standar& on the campuses.

The America.n Occupational Therapy Association, for example,

spells out in detail how it expects to be involved in the administration

of campus programs. The accreditation standards of the aSsotiation

include this telEng statement:

When the Director of the educational prograin iS replaced,
immediate_ notification shall be sent to_ the_ acciediting brgi=

niiation (s ). The curriculum Nitae of tile new director,
giving _details of training, education and experience ici

the field, mast beisubmitted. TheSe credentials must be az-
ceptable in order that the current aLaeditation katus of the

program be continued.'

The Council on _Chiropractic Education goes one step ftirther.

Thii bodk, in its accreditation guidelines, sets forth hudgenng stindirds

as follows:

It is felt that an institution depending upon tuition monies
for more than 80 percent of its total educational and general

expense is in a precarious position.'

And the American Veterinary Association calls for sweeping authority

to review decisions of the campus:

When an accredited or approved college contemplates
fundamental changes in its administration, organization,
association with its parent institution, curriculum, faculty,
organizaticn, instructional program, or stated objectives, the
Council should be provided an opportunity to review the
proposed changes prior to adoption. 10
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The Accrediting Bureau of _Medical Laboratory Schools, now the
Accrediting Bureau of Health Education Schools, requires that the
institution being accredited provide intricate administrative detail:

. . .All accredited institutions are requned to report the. names
of fulktime and _part-time instnictors, listing their educa-
tional _qualifications; affiliations, and other data the Bureau
may require regarding the faculty members. Any changes in
faculty shall be reported to the Bureau within 30 days."

The Arnerican Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business
actually dictates, through accreditation, the advanced degrees the
faculty must have:

As a measure _of thefaculry'S teaching, research, aPPlied
knowledge, and overall Scholarly capabilky, at least 80 per-
cent of the full-time equiValent academic staff . . . will
possess qualifications such as the Ph.D., DBA, JD, or LLB,
masters with professional certification such as the CPA, and
appropriate masters degreeS (or the equivalent)."

Specialized accrediting bodies often dictate detailed teaching
load requirements. For the buSiness schools the proposed faculty load
is twelve credit hours; in chemistry it is fifteen contact hours: eight
to nine contact hours are required for teachers of lecture courses in
art. And, according to accreditation standards, the maitimum faculty-
student ratios must he .1:15 in journalism; 1:10 in dietetics; 1:14 in
landicarie architecture; 1:20 in forestry!'

Many specialized ogencies even dictate the exact length of the
academic program. Podiatry, requires that the minimum length of
the professional curriculum 'shall be four academic yi'41t. An aca-
demic year is defined as at least 30 inStructional weeks."" The law
schOolt insist on a total of ninety full weeks of work, defining a "class
hour" as "a unit of classroom instruction of 50 to 60 minutes in
duration. An additional fraction of a elms hour may only be com-
pleted in increments of 10 minutes or more. ExaMples of acceptable
units of instruction are 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90 minutes in dura-
tion." The chiropractors require a minimum of 4,200 hours pre-
sented over eight semesters!'
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The unevenness of specialized accreditation also should be
noted. Why, for example; should some disciplinary associations ac-
credit institutions while others do not. Why engineering but not
physics or, mathematics? Why business but not economics? Why
social work but not sociology? Why journalism but not Eng&h?

We ate especially concerned about the linkages between spe-
tialiied accreditation and occupational licensure by state governments;
Between 1870 and 1900, forty-six statutes licensing seventeen occu-
pations were enacted. Ah even larger flood of legislation occurred
between 1911 and 1915; During this four-year period, 110 statutes
licensing_ twenty-four occupations were enacted. By 1952; seventy-five
occupations were licensed by one or more states!'

Through this process, specialized associations, indirectly at least;
also control key decisions on the campus. At least twenty-one special-
ized accreditins asso-ciations have persuaded states that graduation
from an acciedited program is necessary for licensure in that occupa-
tion. Today such licensing requirements enable specialized accrediting
agencies to wield enormous power over higher education. Legally,
the power to lkenre rests with the state. In fact, specialized associa-
tions have ken relied upon far beyond their founders' dreams to
dictate legislation.

The state does, of course, have a stake in the health and safety
of its citizens. And establishing state-controlled standark for prac-
titioners in certain fieldt is crucial. Still, it is hard to klieve that health
and safety standards extend to all of the occupations that are now
licensed by a state or local government, including real estate, private
detecting, plumbing; and landscape architecnire. It is even more diffi-
cult to beiieve that _practitioners in twenty-one separate fields must
graduate from an accredited program before they can even qualify to
take the state licensing examination. Such specialized accreditation;
when linked to certification by the state, has, to some considerable
degree, weakened the authority of the campus.

The issue is not whether sCholars should organize into disciplinary
associations. Nor is the setting of standards being challenged. Rather,
it is how detailed the oversight requirements should be and, in the
larger sense, how these detailed requirements relate to the integrity of
the campus and to the ability of each institution to control essential
academic matters.
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If specialized accreditation is used to protect the turf of a Specific
department against the larger inter- 3f the institution, the campus
becomes holding company for si nterests, receiving from each
professional team its non-negotiable demands. Then, the integrity of
higher education is violated by pre&sure from within.
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VI
THE STATE: FROM EXPANSION

TO RETRENCHMENT

IDPOINT IN MIS CENTURY, the nation's colleges and
universities were called upon serve more students and
generate new knowledge. Old camputet *ere expanded

NeW Campuses were built Laboratories weie refurbished, and Mas-
sive numbed Of students were enrolled. Almost Ottithight the rela-
tionshiP between higher education and goveetiment took a dramatic
turn. Colleges and universities that had, for years, lhied ih relative
isolation Pow found themselves caught up in national objectives._

State government took the lead in this expansion. In 1950, the
smtes contributed $490 million to the operaririg incomes of public
colleges and universities. By 1980 they were providingi$17.6 billion
annually.' From 1950 to 1980, enrollthent in the Public sector in-
creased from 1.1 to 9.0 million ifudents.2 The number of public
institutioni More than doubleds and during the decide Of_ the 1960s
two-year t.olleges grtw at the rate Of nearly one each week."

Private institutions alto fio.r. the imPact of this expansion. Re=
rween 1950 and 1980; more than 465 new independent institutions
weee eitiblished, financed, in this case, mainlY by nonpublic funds.
Enrolithent in tht private sector more than doubled=fmra 1.1 fo
2.5 thilliOn students.'

With this expansion; the governance structnie of American
higher education became more complex. From 1950 to 1970, many
public colleges and universities were reorgan;zed into multicampus
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with a single governing board. Some states organized sev-
eral multicampus systems; Free-standing public institutionS increas=

ingly became the exception rather than the rule. T,uay, in twenty-one

states, a single "consolidated" board goVernS all of public higher
education in the state.

Statewide coordinating councils or commissions formed yet an7
other tier of decision-making in higher_ education. As budgets_ and

enrollments burgeoned "coordination" betame the cOde word for

efficiency and rational planning. In some states, coordinating Units

were organized as early as 1940. By 1982, all but three states (Dela-
ware, Vermont, and Wyoming) had a coordinating agencY for higher

education (See Table 1).
The authority granted to these coordinating boards Varied greatly

from state to state. In nineteen Statet, the agency has regulatory func-

tions in specific areas such as budget review. Seven states haVe to=

ordinating agencies that are adVitcity only. In the twenty-one states
With a Single consolidated governing board, the coordinating function

is served by that board.
Master planning became the order of the day. By the end of

the growth decade cif the 1960s, thirty:eight states had _adopted or

drafted master plans. In the same number of states the higher edu-
cation coordinating agency WAS given authority to prepare a con-

solidated higher education budget.
Meanwhile, Statewide coordination was being pushed by Congrest.

The Higher Education Facilities Act Of 1963 required that states
partkipating in federal programs "shall designate . . an .iiisting

state egency. . . . or, if no such agency oda,* shall establish such a
state agency to coordinate plans with the federal governMent. . . ."6

Similar provisions found their Way into the Higher Education Act

of 1965.
In the Education Amendthenta of 1972, tectiOn 1202 authorized

the ftatet tO designate a new or existing state agency as the recipient

of federal funds available fcir the iziVroVement of postsecondary plan-

ning. This law inspired fifteen states to create ne* agenda. It _alto
required that the Cciordinating agency be broadly "representative
of di education."' Thus, through the 1202 commissionS, private col=

leges and universities Were given a voice in state coordination of

higher education;
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In the 1970s, growth slowed and budgets tightened in many
states. "Moiding duplication;" "slowing proliferation," and "tutting
out wasteful programs" became urgent new priorities even though
no one seemed quite sure where the surgery should begin_or end.

State budget_ officers and legislative oversight committees tight-
ened their control over fiscal and administrative responsibilitiesi tra-
ditionally controlled by presidents, vice presidents, and deans. State
coordinating officers turned to the review of academic programs, a
function historically controlled by faculties and accrediting associa-
tions.

What has been the impact of this new relationship between the
camptiS and the state? With public officials increasingly involVed in
the oversight of higher educatiOn, has the integrity of colleges and
universities ben threatened?

The creation of new coordinating boards as intermediate units
standing between the campus and the legislature or governor's office
WAS a reasonable approach during an era of spectacular expansion.
While campus autonomy in administrative matters was predictably
restricted, the intellectual freedom of the nation's colleges rarely was
challenge& The new planning structures and new accountability obli-
gations were a Small price to pay for the dramatic social and academic
gains flat were made because of state support.

Further; the results of our own survey of decision-making in
higher education strongly suggest that control beyond the trustee
level remains quite limited. In only eight statet are government agen-
cies involved in a significant number of the key decision areas that
were Studied. Presently; Pennsylvania; Connecticut, Florida, and New
York are, in that order, the most restrictive.

Statewide planning, however, has changed the governance struc-
ture bf higher education. America's colleges and univertities ate no
longer viewed as wholly independent inStitutions. Instead, they have
hecome "units" in a "statewide system:" Private institutions often ire
iiiduded1 in this "integrated network" even though their location was
frequently an actident of history and even though their outreach often
extends far beyond the boundaries of the state.

Looking ahead; we see new dangers in the relationship between
the campus and the state.
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TABLE L
EVOLUTION OF COORDINATING PATTERNS WITHIN STATES

Before 1940- 1950- 1960- 1965- 1970-

State 1940 1949 1959 1964 1969 1982

Alabama
Alaska
/Vilma
Ark2niti

California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Maisadmietts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
MissOuri

Iv

Ill

II
II
IV
II

I No state agency
II Voluntary coordination
III Coordinating bdard; advisory powert
Ma Coordinating board; regulatory powers
IV Consolidated governing board
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III Ma
IV IV IV
TV IV IV
III III III
M M III
II Ma Mk

Illa lila

IV IV IV
IV IV IV
IV IV IV
IV IV IV
IIla Ma Ma

Ma
IV IV IV
IV IV IV
III III Illa

Ina Ma
IV IV
Ma Ma
Ma IV

112 III III
II III III
IV IV IV
III III Ma



Before
1940

1940-
1949

1950=
1959

1960:
1964

1965-
1969

1970 -
1982

Montana IV IV IV IV IV IV
Nebraska I I I I II III
Nevada IV IV IV IV IV IV
New Hampshire I I I IV IV IV
New Jersey I I L I IIIa IIIi
New Mexico I I_ Illa Illa Illa Hla
New York Illa Illa Illa Illa Illa Ilia
North Carolina I I Illa Illa Ma IV
North Dakota IV IV IV IV IV IV
Ohio I II II Ma Ina Illi
Oklahoma I Illa IIIa lila lila Illa
Oregon IV IV IV IV IV IIP
Pennsylvania I I I III III Illa
RhOde Wand IV IV IV IV IV IV
Sonth Carolina I I I III lila IIIi
Scinth Dakota IV IV IV IV IV IV
Tennessee I I I 1 Illa Ma
Texas I I Ma Illa Ma Ina
Utah I I III HI IV IV
Vermont 1 I 1 I I_ I
Virginia I I III III HI Ina
Washington I I I II III III
West Virginia I I I I IV IV
WLconsin I I III III Illa IV
Wyoming IV IV IV IV IV I

.1. Became a_ coordinating board with advisory powers (III) in 1962 and
a coordinating board with regulatoryposers in 1963.

2. Became a cOordmAting board with advisory powers in 1964
3. A coordinating agency wu established in 1975 to oversee all public

and private educational systems, but the onnsolidated governua,; board
also continues to operate for postsecondary education.

Source: This table has been adapted from Robert 0. Berdahl, _Statewide
Coordination of Higher Education, Washington, D.C: American Council
on Education, 1971, pp. 34=35.
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Our survey shows, for example, that when academic dKisions are
dominated by budget_considerations; effective authority tends to move
beyond the campus. In such matters aE determining campus missions
and establishing undergraduate; graduate; or professional programs,
state officials become more active. In at least three states, the legislature
now determines student-faculty ratios;

In several states; government agencies also have moved to evahi=
ate and eliminate academic programs. This, we conclude, is a move
in the wrong direction. If such program review is eicparided, and if
&eternal hodies not only report their findings but actually terminate;
reduce; or transfer programs; dangerous precedents *ill he ettablished.
Such actions by_ a state agency could, by accident or design; funda-
mentally change the mi,n of a campus through a procets in whkh
the governing hoard, the president, and the faculty are bypassed.

Further; for the state to decide which programs are "acceptable" and
"unacceptable" may _open the_ door not only for academic oversight,
but political oversight as well.

Educational Cluality is, of course, essential, and states have a
tight to call upon universities to review periodically their aca demic
prograins and report their findings. Also, state officials may join
accrediting teams_ in their regular campus visits, and request accredit-
ing bodies to make special visits to examine selected fields of study;
In the end, however; the academy must assume primary responSibility
for thiS function.

On quite a different front, we are troubled that the enrollment-
driven budget formulo adopted during an era of rapid gro*th con=
tinue to be used during a _period of decline. The facts are brutally
simple. If enrollment declines; the costs to the college are not pro=
tiortionately diminished Classrook:c must still be maintained and pro-
fessors must still be paid. If enrollment-driven funding formulat are
rigidly applied during a period of decline, the impact will be a sharp
erosion in the quality of education.

Some states have considered new budgeting procedures that
distinguish between costs that vary with enrollment, and thoe that
are fixed. Ohio has developed new plans that would maintain between
70 and 75 percent of state funding for an institution even if its
enrollment falls 40 percent. A proposal in Oregon ielates funt:ng
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not to the traditional aVerage Cott per students, but to the cost of
maintaining educational quality based on funding levels in comparable
states. We believe every state Should deVelop budgefmg procedures
that go beyond the siniPlistic; enrollment-driven yardstick.

We _are_also disturbed that trate goirernments often fail to reward
efficient leaderS. All too often; savings automatically revert to the
State. Flexibility is denied, and money cannot be transferred from one
budget catesory tO inathei. Fri the process; incentives for efficiency
are destroyed.

Again, a feW states are breaking out of this counterproductive
rigidity. In Colorado,ithe UniverSiO adopted a system of performance
budgeting that Vides for internal review of the cost and quality of
its programs. In respone, the legitlature eaSed its control; reducing
the number Of SpecifiC categories in the university's budget from
seventeen to one.

If state Conitol is too restrictive; and if uniform formtlas ate
rigidly imposed, one bf the mdtt impoctant qualities of American
higher educationdiVeisity within and among campuses=will be lost
Nell Eurich, in a comparative Study of higher education systems con-
tends that strengthening diversity should be an explicit goal of state-
wide coordination along with the more traditional goals of efficiency
and equity. She observes:

If diversity is to be preserved and incremd to provide for
the untold ititerests and abilities of manthe great learning
potentialthen the aim human tendency to organize affairs
to the point of uniformity must be wisely controlled and ex-
amined carefully at each step to strengthen the differentiation
within higher education systems.8

It would be ironic indeed if state supervision of higher educa-
tion were to become unduly bureaucratic and heavy handed at the
very time decentralization and self-regulation are gaining favor else-
where. Increased oversight does not necessarily lead to greater effi-
ciency and effectiveness in any organization, especially in highei
education. In fact, if campuses are not actively involved when tough
deCisions must be made, authority is drained, priorities become con-
fused, morale plummets, and efficiency declines.
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Without question, the state's role in the expansion of higher
education has been remarkably successful. Colleses have been char-
tered and budgets have skyrocketed; Clearly; the benefits of state
siapport have far outdikanced the abuses.

We warn, however, that to impose suffocating requiremen6 on
colleges at a time when flexibility is required is the wrong prescrip-
tion. In a clitnate of retreockanent, the nation's campuses must be
given incentives to achieve efficiency in the management of their
affairs. To cut back in both money and flexibility is to make a difficult
situation almok hopeless.
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VII
THE FEDERAL CONNECTION:

MORE STUDENTS, MORE RESEARCH

HILE STATE GOVERNMENTS provided general supp-orr
for the nation's public colleges and universi cies, the
federal government, during the past forty years targeted

itS Support on two critical national objectives: expanding student
access and generativ, new knowledge. As federal funding massively
increated, Washington hecame deeply involved in the fiscal and ad-
ministrative oversight of higher education.

The Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944the GI Bill
was a watershed. By 1956, the United States government had Spent
ihout $5.5 billion on higher education for veterans.' Nearly 8 million
veterans eventually received training, and over 2 million of them
attended colleges and universities.' In spectacular fashion, higher
learning and the federal government had become inextricably inter=
kicked.

In 1965, Congress passed the Higher Education Act That law,
with its Educational_ Opportunity Grants and Guaranteed Student
Loans, further extended Washington's role in higher edi:cation. EX-
panding access becamenational policy. In 1972, Congress transformed
the aces benefits into direct entitrethents to needy students. The Mid;
dle Incorne Student Assistance Act of 1978 made still more students
eligible for federal loanS and grants. in 1981; federal student aid in
the Departnient of Education alone totalled over $6 billion.'

Even before the explosive impact of the G.I. Bill, the nation's
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universities were linked to the federal government on another front
In 1941, Vannevar Bush, a pioneer in computer science, former presi-
dent of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and later president
of the_ Carnegie Institution of Washington, took the lead in establish-
ing what became the Office of Scientific Research and Development;
The approach of this new agency was novel. James Conant, president
of Harvard and a participant in the effort wrote of ic:

I shall never forget my surprise at hearing about this revo-
lutionary_ scheme. Scientists were to be mobilized for the
defense effort in their own_ laboratories. A -man who we
thought could do a job was going to be asked to be the
chief investigator;- he would assemble a staff in his own
laboratory if possible;_ he would make_ progress reports to
our committee through a small organization of part-time
advisers and full-time staff'

As the war drew to a close, Vannevar Bush7-in response to a
request from President Roosevelturged a federal commitment_ to

basic research in peacetime. Bush's publication; Science, the Endless
Frontier: A Report to the President on a Program for Postwar Scien-
tific Research, released in 1945; is the fundamental text for the modern
partnership between government and university science. Bush wrote:

The publicly and privately supportei colleges, universities,
and researth institutea are the centers of basic research. They
are the wellsprings of knowledge and understanding. As
long as they are vigorous and healthy and their scientists are
free to pursue the truth wherever it may lead, there will be
a flow of new scientific knowledge to those who can apply
it to practical problems in government, or in industry, or
elsewhere!

By becoming the university's major patron for research, the
federal government assumed new obligations. The most obvious was
financial. The level of federal support for university research increased
from less than $40 million in 1940 to $138 million in 1953 to
$3.4 biliion in 1979.

What, in fact, has been the governance impact of the expanded



federal role in higher education? Has increased federal support
threatened the integrity of the campus? If so, where have the threats
been most acute?

We conclude that, tensions notwithstanding, the student lid
partnership between govertuuent and higher educationfrom a public
policy perspectivehas been outstandingly successfuL While there
haVe been skirmishes from time to time, and while the administrative
burden it Jevere, millions of students have been helped and the aca-
demic integrity of institutions has not lken undermined. Most colleges
agree that the paperwork is a small price to pay for the expansion
of educational opportunity and the increa.ce in student choice.

Still,_ there have been problemS. At student aid became a multi-
billion=dollar program, government oversight predictably_ expanded.
In 1964; the General Accounting Office released a critical report on
the student loan program. The title itself is revealing: Weaknesses in
AdMinistration of Student Loan Programs Under Title II of the
National Defense Education Act of 19758. A year later; a House sub-
committee announced a 16 percent delinquency rate under the Na-
tional Defense Studenr. Loan Progiarn.6 Poor institutional manage-
ment was blame&

TrOUbled by what appeared to be inadequate administration of
student aid and embarrassed by sensationalized headlines about de-
faults on loans, Congress began to tighten-the legislative screws. Two
astute observers of the debate on the Education Amendments of
1972 wrote:

The 1972 Act reinforces the Mandate of the General Ac-
counting Office to audit federal education programs....
The GAO is also directed to 'evaluate federal education
programs and projects. . Finally, the law also incorpo-
rates provisions that seern_to move federal policy in the
direction of cost accounting standards.'

The fat was in the fire. Colleges and universities were discovering
that federal support meant federal oversight as well. The Office of
Education built a separate system for monitoring student assistance
funds. Private collectors were hired by the government to track down
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defaulters. Campuses were required to secure outside biennial audits
of student aid funds and report the findings to Washington.

In administeling the G.L Bill, the Vez,-.aans' Administration (VA)
issued rules on everything from institutional eligibility to attendance
records. Campuses were, quite properly, disturhed by these crude
attempts to dicratt how they should carry on their wirk. In 1976;
Wayne State University sued the VA when the agency reduced
benefits to veterans enrolled in the university's College of Lifelong
Learning, a program that emphasizes independent study. The uni-
versity's president, George E. Gullen; Jr.; labeled the action a
"severe and unwarranted intrusion into the academic governance" of
the "Istitution, arguing that the regulation "presumes that academic
quality of a program is a direct function of classroom contact hours.-"8
The Federal Court of Appeals; however, upheld the right of the VA
to take the action challenged by Wayne State. The university was
forced to modify its program.

The dramatic expansion of federal student aid programs also
opened an old woundhow to determine which colleges are eligible
for federal funds; While the government traditionally had relied on
private accreditation agencies, this process did not weed out finan-
cially shaky and administratively careless institutions. Many colleges--
even with accreditationhad high default rates on student loans. But
if accreditation teams cannot measure fiscal integrity, who is to de-
cide? Thf issue came to a head in 1980 when the Carter Adminis-
tration proposed to sever the relationShip between institutional eligi-
bility and accreditation. The Department of Education itself would
evaluate colleges, thus reintroducing the battle Kendric Bakock en-
gaged in forty years before. Congress; like President Taft; rejected the
proposal.

In 1982, Sicretary of Education Terrel Rell acted unilaterally
to weed out institutions with a poor track record in the administra-
tion of student aid. He declared that any previously eligible institution
with a. student default rate of 25 percent would be restricted in par-
ticipating in the direct student loan program, irrespective of its

accreditation status.

In assessing the impact of federal student aid on the nation's
campuses, there remains one overarching issue. Today, hundreds of
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campuses receive much of their annual revenue from these p_ograms.
A network of federally-dependent institutions has been created and
the distinction between public and private colleges has been blurred;

In 1978, federal student aid funds (excluding guaranteed loant)
Were equal to atiout 50 percent of the tuition revenues at public
comprehensive colleges, and to more than 45 percent of tuition in-
come at public two-year colleges.

At private liberal arts colleges, federal student aid, (again eic=
Clutive of paranteed loans) was equivalent to more than 25 percent
of the tuition revenues. In aggregate, this federa support represents
abnut 13 percent of the total income of private 1 __ral arts colleges
a level of dependence that would have startled private college presi-
dents not many years ago.°

The governance implications of this dependency are profound.
Arnerkan higher education is only beginning to grasp the significance
of having all campuses; in some measure, financially dependent on
Washington. This may, in the long run, prove to be the most im-
portant governance issue to be facecl-._

We do not propose that the federal student aid programs should
be restricted. Equality of opportunity must continue as the bedrock
educational policy of this nation. We do suggest, however, that indi-
vidual colleges monitor closely their sources of support, seeking to
avoid a disproportionate dependence on federal aid. And we remind
government officials that, in the administration of these programt,
maximum flexibility and continuity are essential.

OW ABOUT THE GROWTH of federal support for university7
based research? What has been the governance ithpact of
this propram, Has academic integrity been threatened?

Once again, the relationship between government and higher
education has been, from a national perspective, remarkably reward=
ing. Federally-financed research laboratories contributed greatly io
the Allied victory. Ihe development of radar to which the Massa=
chusetts Institute of Technology made crucial contributions, may,
alone have saved Great Britain from invasion. During the war, almost
everyone agreed that the interests of both government and the uni-
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versity were well served by the nation's support of basic and applied
research.

This comfortable relationshiptoo comfortable perhapsbetween
the federal government and the nation's leading universities was fos-
tered at least, in part, by those who :an the program. Almost without
exception, directors of federal _research agencies carne from university
campuses. They understood the traditions of higher education. No
one, not even a hard-headed politician, was inclined to challenge the
system of peer review used to select projects and maintain quality
control.

This is not to siv that the relationsh; ',erween government and
the campus has b&n friction-free. Billions of _public dollars could
not be sent to the nation's universities without an occasional conflict
uver how the money should be spent. The annual "indirect cost"
negotiation between a university and the government; for example,
has often leen a source of irritation. The university wants more sup-
port to cover so-called "hidden costs," while federal funding agencies
have identified abuses and, understandably, are suspicious of paying
for costs not directly related to the projects they fund. Today, insti-
taional indirect cost rates vary greatly. Among the twenty largest
National Institutes of Health grantees, the range is from a high of
63.8 percent to a low of 24.4 percent.°

Also, federal officials have repeatedly charged that university
accounting and management are unsound. A 1978 General Account-
ing Office report concluded that campus procedures did not "pro-
vide a reliable basis to verify the validity of many direct costs charged
to research, especially personnel costs" and that "many of these charges
are not related to the specific grant charged.' Another General
Accounting Office study held that universities did not have the in-
ventory systems needed to avoid duplication in the purchase of equip-
ment already available on the campus.°

In response to these charges, the Office of Management and
Budget proposed in 1979 controversial new guidelines. Among other
things, _the proposed regulations, popularly known as Circular A-21
Revised, called for a reporting and categorizing of 100 percent of the
activities of researchers supported by federal funds.° Academics were
appalled. Such detailed requirements, they argued, reflected ignorance
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of _the nature of research. One university medical researcher put the
point bluntly: the government's "petty requirements" were a
honest ritual." " Also, A. Bartlett Giamatti, president of Yale Uni-
versity, commented that "some individuals in the government must
misunderstand completely that it is impossible to segregate teaching
from research from administration in doing basic research and to
assign_percentages to these false distinctions." 15

The irony is that government's call for more detailed accounting
procedures did not originate in the actual misuse of funds. In fact,
during fiscal year 1977, the Department of Health; Education and
Welfare audited $1.2 billion worth of research grants and contracts
to institutions of higher education and found that only $13.2 million
had been misspent or misapplied." The "violations"which included
such technical matters as charging time or purthases to the wrong
grantaccounted for a mere 1.1 percent of the total amount audited.
By contrast, HEW's own error rate was estimated to be about 6 per-
cent' Government's real concern seemed to be that about $420
million of the $1.2 billion "was not adequately documented; as re-
quired by federal rules;"not that there was clear evidence of abuse.'

Procedural _problems such as these have caused friction; _How-
ever; the fundamental question is this: To what extent has the re-
search relationship between the federal government and the campus
violated the integrity of the university? Has the independence of
scholarstheir right to conduct research and disseminate results freely
been threatened? We conclude that with few exceptions, the fed-
erally-funded research program has been appropriately administered
by agencies in Washington; Conflicting interests of government and
science usually have been ;esolved in a spirtt of cooperation. In short,
we consider it a great achievement that so much public money has
been channeled to the nation's campuses with so little interference;

However; several recent episodes have raised red flags that can-
not be ignored. In the mid 1970s,_ there was vigorous debate over
how best to regulate research on recombinant DNA. Both scientists
and laymen were concerned that the creation of novel organisms
could endanger public health. After a group of scientists declared a
moratorium on this form of research, the National Institutes of Health
developed guidelines for genetic _engineering experiments. Govern-
ment held, quite properly we believe, that it had an obligation to
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protect the rights, health, and safety of citizens. In principle at least,
this obligation appeared to take precedence over a scientist's right to
direct, without restriction, his own inquiry. Still, the government's
original regulations; which were considered unduly restrictive, were
modified as the university demonstrated its awareness of the health
and safety issues involved and developed machinery to monitor itself.

HEW's move to protect the rights of human subjects also
threatened to involve a federal agency too deeply in research. The
agency's proposed regulations called for prior review of research de-
signs; were also extended to research not funded by the government,
and required pric :onsent of subjects even in studies with little or no
potential harm. Such intrusive oversight would have threatened the
integrity of higher education. In the end, government backed off;
delegating enforcement, through a peer review process, to the acad-
emy iv;elf,_

Finally, there is the delicate issue of national security. During
World War II, universities usually accepted secret military contracts
without question. However, such contracts were heatedly debated
during the 1960r, and, with the emergence of the nuclear freeze
movement, they have become so again. Some scientists have refused,
on principle; to engage in such investigations, arguing that it vio-
lates the whole notion of free and open inquiry._ Questions surrounding
this clash of fundamental values continue to be unresolved.

Ynday, for example, government officials fear that unrestrained
publication of cryptography research could help scientists in other
nations break our highly tecret and stnsitive codes.-They also warn
that visiting foreign scholars could carry away knowledge about such
fields as robotics that would neutralize our technological advantage
in emerging disciplines. Early in 1982, Admiral Robby Inman, then
deputy director of _the Cvntral Intelligence Agency, warned that
unless universities allowed the government to review research results
with military applications before_they were published a "tidal wave
of public outrage" would force the government to impose stringent
restrictions."

;Research scholars on the other hand, emphasize that free dis-
course is the lifeblood of our scientific preeminence._ William Carey;
executive officer of the American Association for the Advancement
of Science, warned that if proposed expansion of government classifi-
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cation of scientific research were adopted, "much of the normal dis-
course of science will be tilenced and progress arrested. If we then
doubled the federal dollars for basic research, I do not think it would
make up our losses." "

In a move to mediate th&se conflicting interests, the American
Council on Education developed proceduret by Which cryptography
scholars voluntarily submit impert kr review by the National Se=
curity Agency. The National Academy of Sciences decided to review
government restrictions on vititing icholars to see if they were_"work-
able and comparible with the general procedures for conducting un-
classified research in an academic environment' Conflicts between
academic freedciin and national security will never be completely
resolved; but the work of thett mediating agencies indicates how
compromises can be fashiOneci

This bringt uS back to the essential point The most fundamental
threat to institutions of higher learning is interferenceeither acci-
dental or by designin the acmal conduct of research. When this
occurs; the integrity ofthe institution is eroded. While the federal
government has generally been respectful of the university's right to
independence; we _view with apprehentiOn any move to introduce
political ideology into the process of peer __review, or to dictate the
topics and the terms of research tuppart. Such a policy undermines
the very foundation of Creative inquiry upon which the university
it built

In the days ahead; government's role in the cOnduct of researCh
will_ grow more, not lest; cOmplek. As new knowledge pushes us
further and futiher into mquiries that could profoundly affect the
quality of life on earth, neW tentions Inevitably will emeriz... Matters
addressed by science increasingly will be moral and ethical In char-
acter; sometimes having practical, eVin life-and-death implications
for the national Welfare. Manipulation of genet involves researchers
in the control of life forms. Biological control of crop pests also has
disturbing military iMPlicitions. Where is the line to be drawn? By
whom?

Success in reconciling thete potentially serious differences sug-
gests the following: _When the fundamental rights of the campus and
the fundamental responsibilities of government collide, public offi-
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cials have an obligation to pose the basic questions, develop general

guidelines, and then give the university the opportunity voluntarily

to regulate imlf. Universities, in turn, have a responsibility to meet
the challenge. Only a relatively few higher learning institutions have

been significantly touched by these massive increases in public research

funding. Still, those institutions involved are among the nation's most
distinguished, and if their integrity is eroded the entire enterprise is

threatened.
We conclude that the nation's research institutions; individually

and collectively; must be fully accountable in the expenditure of re-

seaich fundS. However, we also conclude that they must vigorously

resist any regulation that would impose limits on the conduct of
research and weaken the integrity of the institution at ks core.
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VIII
CONGRESS, THE COURTS, AND

CIVIL RIGHTS

, .ITH ITS LANDMMM aecision ;crown v. Board of Edn-
cation in 1954, the United States Supreme Court
launched a social revolution that would prefoundly

affect the control of higher education. A succession of swee?ing laws
guarantetins e-qual opportunity to all Americanshas had a substantial
iinpact on the relationships among the academy, the federal bureauc-
racy, the cburtS, and society at large; Such laws and related CO=
actions were required to overcome inequity toward membefS of
minoritiet, Women, and handicapped people, and to accomplith ré=
fornis that higher education had to-o liong neglected or openly resisted;

The key legislative measure promoting equal rights was_ the
deceptively brief Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which
outlawed discrimination on the basis of race, color, or national origin
in "any program or activity receiving federal_ financial assistance."'
The Sathe act, under Title VII, aim bars discrimination in employment
on the basis of tek as Well as the other categories-. In 1965, President
Lyndon B. Johnson issued Executive Order 11246 requiring all federal
government conttactors to take affirmatiVe action to end discrimina:
tion. As amended in 1967; the order also forbade discrimination ori
the basis of sex.

At first, colleges and universities were exempted from the pro=
visions of Title VII, but, in 1972, Congress amended the act to in-
clude higher education. In taking this step, Congress declared:
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It is difficult to imagine a _more sensitive area than educa-
tional institutions, where the youth of the Nation are ex-
posed to a multitude of _ideas and impressions that will
strongly influence their future development To permit dis-
crimination here would, more than in any other area, tend
to promote existing misconceptions and stereotypical cate-
gorizations which in turn would lead to future patterns of
discrimination.'

The 1972 Education Athendinents (specifically Title IX) barred
discrimination on the basis of sex in educational institutions. A year
later; Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act prohibited discrimination
on the basis of handicap in any federally assisted program or activity.

As in the 1964 Civil Rights Act, these laws gave government the
power to cut off federal funds to any institution found to be in
non-compliance.

In the 1970s, federally mandated health and safety requirements
were extended to the nation's campuses. Higher education also felt
the impact:of the consumer protection movement In 1974; the_ so-
called "Buckley Amendinent" gave students the right to control their
personal college records. It is at points such as thesewhere issues of
individual rights and social justice intersect with long-established and
deeply cherished traditions of academic governancethat the acad-
emy confronts some of its thorniest dilemmas.

This brings us to the fundamental question: In matters relating
to the enforcement of individual rights, has an appropriate balance
heen maintained between public accountability and the integrity of
the campuQ

The point of departure for any discussion of these problems
must be for institutions of higher education to acknowledge past
failures to promote equality and to reaffirm their absolutely unwaver-
ing commitment to fairness and equity for all in matters of recruit-
ment, hiring, and advancement. Colleges also should acknowledge
that discrimination practices on some campuses have not been limited
to faculty employment. They_ have included student recruitment, ad-
missions, grading and class placement, too. Still, even among college
administrators who acknowledge the urgent need for fair practices
and strong civil rights enforcement, we encountered during our study
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sharp complaints about the enforcement methods used by federal
officials. Academics are critical, for example, of government threats to
cut off all funding if any of its requirements are not met. The pun-
ishment rarely fits the crime; Such a threat made sense as a weapon
asainst the wholesax segreption of state school systems, but that
may have been its only appropriate application;

As William McGill, former president of Columbia University,
has pointed out; "a university with a faulty personnel management
system or inadequate data reporting should not be placed in the same
jeopardy as a state that creates publicly supported private academies
in order to avoid desegregation."' The problem is that government
seems_to have few "intermediate range" sanctions it can legally im-
pme. In fact, its "ultimate weapon" has never been used.

Colleges and universities also have been annoyed by what they
characterize as the "presumption of guilt" by the Office for Civil
Rights and other enforcement agencies. The federal government; they
argue, all too readily assumes that institutions are discriminatory em-
ployers. To support their view, they point to such evidence as this
passage from HEW's 1972 guidelines for implementing affirmative
action requirements: "A necessary prerequisite to the development of
a meaningful affirmative action program is the identification and
analysis of problem areas inherent in minority and female employ-
ment"'

Similarly, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 embodies
the assumption that discrimination is likely to have occurred. To
bring a Title VII case to court, the complainant, or the government,
need only establish a prima facie case; the burden falls on the em-
ployer to prove that its policies are not discriminatory.

Commenting on the government's proposed revisions of affirma-
tive action regulations, an attorney for the American Council on
Education observed:

We continue toibe troubled by the overall negative tone of
the proposals. There is implicit in the language and _the
organization of the rules a presumption of guilt on the part
of every covered contractor. The presumption is . .

evident in the failure to include . . . any provisions describ-
ing the steps to be taken by OFCCP [Office of Federal
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Contract Compliance Programs) when it finds no discrimi-
nation.5

There was; of course; good reason for government officials to be
suspicious of some colleges where discrimination existed and affirma-
tive action steps were ineffective; Still; other colleges have provided
outstanding leadership in this essential field and more and more
institutions have taken steps to overcome deficiencies of the past.
This reality should be recognized by those responsible for civil rights
enforcement.

The most significant points of tension in civil rights enforcement
relate to the essential corethe freedom of faculty members to select;
to evaluate, and to promote colleagues. Academics insist that this
process must be uninhibited, possibly even confidential, while govern-
ment officials claim that they must review the process to assure that
no diScrimmation has occurred.

At the University of California at Berkeley in 1978 there was a
classic confrontation. The Department of Labor sought to remove
information from the Berkeley campus to determine whether certain
academic appointments had violated civil rights requirements. A pre-
liminary investigation by the department indicated they had. Berkeley
officials challenged the removal nf records on the grounds that once
the documents were in possession of the federal officials, they would
become "agency records" and therefore subject to public disclosure
under the Freedom of Information Act; The university also argued
that removing the records would undermine the freedom of scholars
to make judgments about their colleaguesthe heart of the academic
enterprise.'

In a decision that seemed to leave the central issue blurred;
Secretary of Labor F. Ray Marshall held in 1980 that the university
was obligated to turn over to govenunent any requested documents:
On this principle he did nurl,udge. But in deference to the university,
the secretary (himsdf a former professor) also ordered that freedom
of information regulations within the Department of Labor be in-
terpreted so r..s to protect the documents from public disclosure.'

Neitha party was reassured. The Department of Labor's regu-
iati". -; . may be challenged in court, changed by another secretary, or

ignored by regulation writers in other departments. In
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addition, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, which
also investigates discrimination in academic employment, has rules
that would, under certain conditIons, permit the disclosure of such
records.

Institutions of higher education have also found_ themselves
increasingly answerable to the courts on key issues of academic
governance. In January 1970; the Women's Equiq Action League
filed a class-action complaint with the United States Department of
Labor against all colleges and universities, charging violation of
President Johnson's 1965 Bcecutive Order. That action brought onto
campuses government officials who launched wide-ranging investiga-
tions and sparked often heated discussions about alleged sex and
racial discrimination.

In 1970, Kenneth Adams' and a coalition of _black advoca4
groups sued HEW, claiming that the deparunent had "defauked" in
cartying out its desegregation responsibilities. In finding for the
plaintiffs, the court ordered the depannent to call for new desegrega-
tion plans from the ten state higher education systems involved in the
suit

_The universities involved' began negotiating with HEW's Office
for Civil Rights in 1972; and some reached agreement. In 1977,
however; prior agreements were put aside. The Adams plaintiffs
returned to court, charging that the eight state desegregation plans
the department had accepted in 1974 (two states had been referred
to the Department of Justice for enforcement proceedings) did not
meet the Department's own guidelines. The court-, once again finding
for the plaintiffs., ordered the department to develop new criteria for
desegregation; specifying that an acceptable plan must also take into
account :he "unique importance of black colleges.""

In the new HEW guidelines, university officials were asked to
discontinue academic programs to avoid duplication between black
and white colleges, add new programs at black colleges to make them
more attractive; revise budgets, plan new facilities, and set targets for
minority interests. In an historic legal confrontation; the University of
North Carolina challenged the right of government officials to impose
such academic, curriculum, and programmatic changes that the univer-
sity contended would not further civil rights and, furthermore, violated
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the integrity of the institution; In 1979, the United States District
Court for the Eastern District of North Carolina ruled that there
should be an administrative hearing on these issues but that the
government could not cut off funds before the hearing was concluded.

In January 1980, in the case of Keene State College v. Sweeney,
die Supreme Court ruled on the delicate matter of peer review. The
high court let stand a lower court decision that had overruled a
unanimous peer recommendation against promotion to tenure." It
was the case of Christine Sweeney, an associate professor of education
at Keene State College in New Hampshire who, in the academic year
1972-73,_applied for promotion to tenure. When her application was
denied, she took her case to a faculty appeals committee, to the
president of the college; and, eventually to a state commission and the
Courts.

In finding for Dr. Sweeney in 1978, the U.S. District Court of
Appeals announced its disagreement with earlier judicial decisions in
similar cases:

We voice misgivings over
Title VII opinions: "
"hands off" rite sa_.
colleges and unive
from the courts' !..ec

tenure decisions eqL

priately made

one theme recurrent in _earlier
thae: courts_ should keep

:tiring decisions of
r.cance no doubt arises

;e:rig, promotion, and
/a!aation most appro,

cughly familiar with the
academic settinb. No .-.7ss, we cau .-41 against per-
mitting judicial deference to q:31.1.- in judicial abdication of a
resvmsibility entrusted to tilc court5 by Congress.12

At the University of Minnesota, attorneys have been called in
to supervise academic employment. In settling a sex_ discrimination
complaint, the university agreed to employ a "special master," or
attorney, whose apointment was to be jointly approved by the
institution, the complainants, and the court. In addition to reviewins
hiring, promotion, and tenure procedures, the "special mastee was
given responsibility to conduct hearings on discrimination complaints
after they have gone through an internal hearing process. Following
the hearing panel's decision, the "special master" would submit in
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writing; for the court's ultimate decision, "findings of fact, conclusions
of laW, and recommendations."' Clearly; a new voice was added to
a process that historically was regarded as the sole prerogative of the
univerSity.

Finally, James_ A. Dinnan, a _professor at the University of
Georgia, Went to jail rather than reveaL his vote on a tenure decision
in his department" The United States District Court ruled that _the
protection of the civil rights of the plaintiff was more important than
confidentiality in the_ process of _peer selection. The United States
Supreme Court refused to hear Professor Dinnan's appeal:4

Given this sampling of administrative and legal confrontation,
what leStonS can be drawn? Has the integrity of the campus been
weakened? We conclude that during the past fifteen years, the federal
civil rights lawS have pushed colleges and universities in the, right
direction; stirring an awareness on campus of the often deeply
entrenched barrierS faced by members of minorities and women.
Higher education has been required, quite properly, to make moves
toward equitymoves that had been far too long delayed.

It is also true that in the past the courts generally have deferred
to the campus in academic matters. Indeed; Walter C._ Hobbs of the
State University of New York at Buffalo takes the position that court
decisions, while imposing modest limits on institutional autonomy,
have, in fact, reinforced the_legal bases of academic freedoni. He says
that "both individualt within the academic enterprise and the enter=
priSe per se . . . are truly the beneficiaries of a strong judicial bias
toward academic liberty."'

But it would be naive to believe that iitigation by persons who
believe themselves aggrieved will fade away. For the foreseeable
future, it is likely that the academy will not have fewer but more
encounters with the courts. And recent decisions indicate that rourt8
are not only likely to be more actively involved in academic matters,
but more activot aS involving themselves in procedures that
traditionally defined the independence of the institution.

Unquestionably, there will continue to be occasions when the
courtS must step in to rectify grave injustices, but a strong presumption
should always operate, as it has in the past; in favor of the preServa:
tion of hard-won academic governance procedures that have evolved
over many centuries of institutional development
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The relationship hetween the campus and federal enforcement
agencies is yet another matter. The failure of some campuses to push
affirmative action programs has caused government officials to sus-
pert both their methods and their motives. On the other hand, the
continuing "presumption of guilt" by federal officials has bred tension.
Also; inconsistency in government requirements, erratic procedures of
enforcement, and the lack of due process arrangements have caused
frustration and contempt. Most disturbing, perhaps, is the fact that
the vision of giving full opportrnity to every person has been

overburdened by quarrels and confrontations, and praiseworthy ends
have been obscured in conflicts over means:

There is no simple formula to guarantee that justice will emerge
from these encounters, or that the integrity of academic governance
will never be jeopardaed. Federal and state enforcement officials

should, however, be extremely circumspect in stepping into matters
that historically have been resolved through internal governance
procedures. Such intervention, even in the name of high principle, can
lay the groundwork for long-range changes in the nature of our
society that would be in the interests of none. In the end, the
academy should he measured by results, not detailed procedures.

Finally; we deplore the suspicion and lack of trust that has some-

times been revealed by both academics and government officials.
Academic governance, like most human activities, has as much to do
with underlying attitudes as with formal structures, and achieving
social justice should be vieved by all parties as an essential goal that

unites rather than divides.
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Ix
LIMITS OF GOVERNMENT

REGULATION

N OUR REVIEW of the control of higher education we have
discovered conditions inherent in bureaucrag at both the state_ and federal levels that limit its capacity to regulate the campus

effectively. Thi& is not to suggest that government officialS -1-re nbt

Well intentioned or that colleges and universities should inot fulfill
their accountability obligation& Rather, we simply ter-hind public
offitialS that there is a limit to th .? oversight functions government
can perform.

In many_gc-.7ernment agencies there is frequent turnover at the
Op, Signals change as administrations change; Institutional memory
is short Often, when a new administration takes charge; ht.5i legisla-
tidh iS introduced that changes the shape and charactcr of existin8
r-ograms:

In the now-famous Adams case, i the, univerSitieS itiViili,ed had
been negotiating for years with the Office for Civil Rights in the De-
pp nent of illealth,_Educationiand Welfare (HEW). Iti e tte
accommodatrns had been reached. In 1977; when a new aenninistra-
tion came in; and when HEW was placed,under court order to reach
Settlernent, prior agreements were set aside. Universities were_ given
new compliance rules: As one young HEW lawyer put it: "This is
a neW adthiniStration and were not bound by what the others did."
In 1981; yet another administration came to Washington and, once
again, the enforcement strategy was changed.
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When Harvard's President Derek Bok -:omplained to the alumni
of the university in 1975 about the feder.d government's "clumsy
legislation . . . stifling bureaucratic requirements . . . erratic fluctua-
tions" in funding, his angel had recently been stoked. Just before his
speech; he had received a special delivery letter from the acting
director of HEW's Office for Civil Rights. It warned that Harvard
was about to lose millions of dollars in research grants if it did not
revise its affirmative action plan in less than two weeKs. Harvard's
plan had already been approved by HEW's regional office.

Jerome Wiesner, former president of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, once described how he had to scramble to replace gov-
ernment funding for a vas: multiyear research project. Federal fun&
had been cut off because governincat priorities had changed. Such
disruptions happened so frequently, Wiesner remarked, "I sometimes
feel like a battered child." The harsh fact is that many colleges have
lost faith in government oversight, not because they reject the goals
or resist their obligation to be accountable; but because the signals
are so erratic.

Sometimes, lack of continuity in government action is simply the
result of poor administration: On it'arch 24; 1982; the Chronicle of
Higher Education reported a major snag in the Guaranteed Student
Loan program; "Colleges and banks have been unab.e to begin
processing apTlication fOr loans to be used after July 1 because the
Education _Department has not yet issued rules governing the loan
prosram after that date." Because the rules would apply a new limit
to student eligibility; "anxious students cannot find out how much they
Will be able to borrow next fallor if they are eligible at all."'

Government supervision is also limited because of its obligation
to treat all cases uniformly; Such rigidity is not the creation of mind-
less bureaucrats who enjoy inducing pain an( discomfort. Rather, it
reflects the faa that a public agency, when enforcing duly adopted
regulations, cannot grant an exception to one institJ:.;on without
granting the same privilege to all.

A grant application submitted to the United States Office (now
Department) of Education was postmarked one minute after the
deadline announced in the regulations. The reason for the late sub-
mission was compelling. Government lawyers ruled, however, that the
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applkation had to be rejected._ To accept the late application would
require that new replatitins be issued to give all other "late sub-
mitters" an opportunity for their case to be heard.

In drafting regulatiOns, the concerns of agency lawyers often
have little to do with either tifective administration or the con-
venience of the Client Rather, the goal is to make sure the regulation
will "stand up in court" Thus, those who participate in government
programs confrOnt rigid replations written in a chmate of "anti-
cipatory litigation:"

Futther; government officials have a tendency to generalize
policy from isOlated "Worst Cases," and then impose that cautious
standard on alL In 1972, a means test was imposed on the Guaranteed
Student Loan prograin because one congiessman repeatedly cited the
example of a student who had admitted using his Guarantced Student
Loan to buy a "red Corvette."

GOvernment oversight is further flawed by its chronic vulner-
ability to external politica! pressures. During but study, a former
government official reported that members of Congress frequently
urged that exception:: to regulations bc made and -criteria be ignored
in order to secure 'tun cls for educadon institutions in specific
Congressional f!,...,,tricts..

In 1976, the paret:s_ of American students studying medicine
abrof,,i succesSf- "y lobbied for in amendirient to the Public Health
Service Acc ce :Imendment provided that American students who
h:.7z romp1ete,1 1-wo yearc uf study in a foreign medical school and
coold pass the first phase_ of the Medicai Examiners test would be
admitted t---) medical SehoOlS in this country. The Secretary Of Health;
Education rsid Welfare was given discretion to allocate the students
to .:arious American medital Schools. The law transferred COntibl of
admissiOns to the governmenz., and was so vehemently criticized by
university leaders that it had to be quickly amended.

_However, *e tOritinde that the most serious problem encoun-
tered by higher education is the cumulative impact of government
intervention. Taken by htelf, ahy siiiglé action may not be unbearably
intrUsiVe; but the combined _impact of many actions can nearly
suffocate an institution. AS public officials ask colleges and uniVersi-
ties to defend enilfssly their decisions; they inadvertently reshape the
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institution in fundamental ways. Priorities are shifted as faculty and
administrators spend more time on paperwork than on academic
planning.

In one year the University of California reported filing 229
"unique reports with 32 separate federal agencies.' The president of
another university recently complained that within a three-week period
his institution had been subjected to compliance reviews by no fewer
than four different federal agendes. Recipients of federal grants are
now subject to 59 legislative and regulatory requirements regarding
administration and social policy. Virmally all of them; directly or
indirectly, affect colleges and universities.'

A recent report from Pennsylvania shows that the state's central
government controls purchases over $1;000; all contracts; ail _civil
service management; administradve classifications and pay telephone
installations; computer configu,,Lions; consultant fees and honoraria
over $2,000; and institutional memberships in national organizations.5
The state also supervises suc, fun 7.ental matters as academic pro-
gram and formal planning, tuit. .ancial aid programs, and federal
grants. This is simply bad management.

In Arizona and Nevada, the state legislature or its staff decides
on student-faculty ratios.' And in Arkansas, a state agency in the
executive branch decides on purchases costing over $1,000, the transfer
of more1 than $5;000 between budget categories, and authorizing
fund-raising campaigns for capital improvements.'

Such detailed supervision of campus activity may at first blush
appear to be administrative only. However; the issue goes deeper.
Trying to administer a college by remote control ignoles principles of
gooa management; reflects a climate of distrust; and assumes incor-
rectly that if centralized management is increased, effidency will
improve.

Fuliher, an ambitious range of bureaucratic oversight
generates a workload that government itself cannot handle. Requests
go unanswered, order forms are lost, mountains of unused data reports
accumulate in cardboard boxes in government corridors, and threatened
audit and compliance1 reviews are sporadically conducted. Simply
stated, "efficiency" standards are imposed by inefficient organizations.

In 1977, Office of Education officials admitted that they did not
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know which student were in default on their government loans and
acknowledged that students were not even being reminded that pay=
ments were due. That tame year, &enator Daniel Moynihan asked
HEW how many comr laints its Office for Civil Rights had received
and settled under each of its ttatutory juritdictions. The department
had to admit that the figures could nothe supplied.'

Unhappily, the bottom line in the growth of government regu-
lation is that there is no bottom line. Campus leaders, from presidents
on down, feel caught in a confuting bureaucratic web that demands
accountability, but provide .. few incentives for responsible decision
making. As government oversight eicpandt, and as more agencies inter-
vene, it is increasingly difficult to know where decisions are and are
not being made.

In summary, there are real limits to the government's capacity
to regulate higher education. As public officials introduce more and
more oversight r&juirements, the process becomes overburdened, con=
tradictory, and finally incoherent. We conclude that improvement
will not come from better management of the government's regulatory
functions, although this is certainly a worthy goal to he pursued.
Instead, the academy must rediscover more effective ways to regulate
itself. It is to this theme we now return.
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PART FOUR

REGAINING CCNTROL

X. A Governance Framework for Higher Education

XI. A Renewal of Leadershii)
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A GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

N Ixis REPORT we tetN: atedly have called upon higher education
to reaffirm and strengthen self regulationnot to isolate the
campus from the larger communitybut because control of the

academic core is the one function the university may not lose without
losing everything.

To call upon higher education to regulate itself may scern
unrealistic, if not naive. In the days ahead, public agencies will be
hard pressed for funds. Most colleges and universities will be asked
to _justify in full detail their budgets and expenditures. Competition
*ill increase as campuses struggle for dollars and for students. Under
these conditions, one might reasonably predict More 1.1ureaucratic
control and less responsible behavior by the academic community.

Still, there is, we believe; a growing understanding that centrally
mandated, formula-driven efficiency has its limits. There is recognition
that local initiatives may well _be more effective than layers of
bureaucratic oversight and control. Further, the acadeiny; with all its
limitations, has had a long, successful tradition of self-regulation. Even
by government's own assessment, colleses and universities, With few
ekceptionS, have been good stewards of public funds.

This appearS, then, to be t=lie right moment, there. e, for the
academy to strengthen its traditional decision-making machinery and
add new accountability arrangements. In thif section, we review the
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major conclusions of the report, outline recommendations, and suggest
a governance framework for the future.

THE GOVERNING BOARD

Informed by our review of the_ history of higher education in Europe
and America, we conclude that the governing 1:bard constitutes
the keystone in the governance structure of higher education; Look-
ing to the future, we also conclude that the role of this body will
become more, not less; important: Internally; trustees set goals and
resolve disputesfunctions that will become increasingly critical as
higher education moves from expansion to constraint. Externally, they
are the connecting link between institutions of higher learning and
outside authorities.

The paradox is that despite their authority, the role of governing
boards remains ambigious. Decision making is spread among trustees,
presidents, and faculty, and although the legal status of trustees has
not changcd, there is ambivalence as to how much power they should
have. During the protests of the 1960s, there was, in fact, a strong
minority opinion that governing boards should be abolished.

On some campuses, trustees operate in the shadows of the
institution. They come to campus once or twice a year, remain
marginally involved, and appear only ceremonially at homecoming
and commencement. On other campuses, trustees meet mole fre-
quently but tend to get bogged down in routine details. Governing
boards, according to one study, make an average of hity-one separate
decisions per meeting and about half of these decisions concern
operational details.'

We believe a larger vision is required. In addition to the tradi-
tional functions of setting policy Jcaing in,:--idents, and approving
budgets and key personnel appointments, trustees also must participate
in shaping educational priorities for the future and actiely involve
themselves in the review of the quality of the institution.

Saengthening the role of trustees starts with the 1:oard itself.
Trusteeship, by definition, means fulfilling a special "trust"repre-
sénting the public interest without compromising the community of
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learning. Trustees, if they are to guide an institution wisely, should be
fully and coherently informed about its functions.

Gover ling boards also must be properly constituted. Ideally;
trustees are appointed because they have a broad iperspective and
because of their interest in the institution overall. Ex officio board
appointments and special-interest membership on governing boards
should be a matter of concern.

Respect for trustees is sustained by the quality of those appointed
or elected, and by their ability to earn respect through the wisdom of
their actions and their willingness to serve enlightened rather than
parochial interests. To strengthen the trusteeship role, we make the
following recommendations:

O The essential role of the governing beard in American
higher education should be reaffirmed and vigorously
supported by all members of the academic community.

El Governing boards should be responsible for the overall
policy of the institution and for the appointment of
presidents and ether ror officers; approval of faculty
appointments, at lea2.: at the tenure level; approval of
major expansion of facilities; and approval of the
budget.

O Trustees also have a special obligation to help assess the
educational quality of the institution by participating
in the campuswide review of academic programs.

O Governing boards should consult fully and frankly with
all segments of the campusadministrators, faculty, and
studentsin the shaping of new policies and procedures.

O Trustees should be appointed or elected because of their
appropriate experience and broad perspective, not as a
political reward or because they represent narrow,
special interests.

O The length of trustee service should be long enough
at least six yearsto assure continuity of interest arid
direction and to protect board members from undue
political pressure.
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0 Above all, trustees should be fully informed about the
function of their institutions and faithfully interpret
those functions to the public. They should vigorously
defend their institutions against all efforts, from any
source, to undermine the integrity of the campus.

In the end; the authority of boards of trustees will be sustained
by the quality of those chosen as members, by the wisdom of their
actions, and by their willingness to serve the general interests of the
public while protecting higher education.

GOVERNANCE ON THE CAMPUS

We have noted in this report that a large share of the work and
authority of academic governance is, quite properly, delegated by
trustees to administrators, faculty and students. We conclude that if
higher education is to regulate itself more effectively, campus decision-
making structures need to be improvid.

Traditional structures do not seem to be working very welL
Faculty participation has declined, and we discovered a curious mis-
match between the agendas of faculty councils and the crisis now
confronted by many institutions. For example, we were told that the
faculty senate at one ranking public university has not had a quorum
for seven years.

The1 inadequate state of campus1 governance should not be
attributed to faculty alone. Some administrators still appear to be
too authoritarian or too bureaucratic to consult openly and honestly
with colleagues. The chair of the faculty budgetary affairs committee
at one major university reported a feeling of futility about the con-
sultation process: "Our work on program review, many of us felt,
was used as a shield for unpopular administrative decision-making
and some of our most important suggestions were ignored."'

Also the breakdown of campus governance is perhaps an all too
predictable reaction to hard times. Life on a campus in retrenchment
becomes tense. At such an institution there is what Irving J. Spitzberg
of the American Association of University Professors calls "a war of
all-against-all." As difficult as it may be to accomplish, we conclude
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that coPegie.1 . 1.-npacts in.t1 be renewed in order to handle urgent
camr.us inac.cr arid iinproJe :elationships between the academy and
tn.

fiaN Wbrd must be said Lbout the impact of collective
barly, faculty ur 6nization constitutes a fundamental

shift i. gOtreitah,:e. Vie believe, hostrtver; that collective
not violate the_ tradi_ions of acadeinit life if faculty

members zn c:-dripti.ks are in charge of the nfsotiations __and_ if con-
tractual a nents respect the freedom and professional judgments
of individual wachers. It Should 13 recognized that faculty senates
an:1 cunilar bOdies are still needed to deal with the full rarige_ Of
academic and administrative matters that fall within their concern.

To strengthen campus governance, we make the following
recommendations:

o The faculty at each institution; with trustee-delegated
anthority; should _vigomusly Support a campuswide
senate or comparable body to oversee all matters relating
to the institution's academic core;

El In addition to traditional academic concerns, special
consultative bodies of faculty, administrators, and stu-
dents should monittir tamput performance in response co
the new public Accountability mandatesfiscal integrity,

_ social justice and consumer protection.

o A cle,it distinction should be drawn hetween the cor-
por:te authority of trustees and campus governance. If
rpresentatives of campus con-tituent groups are placed
on governing boards, they should serve in an advisory
capacity only.

El If collectiVe bargaining is introduced; it should be con-
ducted by the faculty on campus and should relate to
Such_ hsues as compensation and due process while
tespecting the freedom and judgment Of the individual
teacher.

O Campuses with collective barsaining should also ac-
knowledge th? 'mportance of other existing arrange-
ments for faculq participation in campus governance.
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Colleges and universities may wish to convene gov-
ernance convocations to consider ways more effectively

to involve all members of the academic cona,aity in
decision making on campus.

Today, there is a paucity e: th,ughtful deb, at academic
governance. If the larger intere-c of the institiati to be served;
and if the public is to be assured that the academy can manage its
own affairs, that debate must become more vigorous and more vitaL

REGIONAL ACCREDITATION

Throughout this report, we have emphasized the importance of self-
regulation. In doing so, we have _viewed regional accreditation as a
critically important part of academic governance.

The irony is that such accreditation has increasingly lost sig-
nificance at the very time it is needed most. Among accreditors there
is no agreement about the meaning of a1 college education; and the
neglect of undergraduate education is especially disturbing.

While preparing this report, we heard that accreditation review
often is little more than an empty ritual. Most discourarng, perhaps,
many campuses downplay the importance of accreditation visits.

Higher education leaders frequently decline to participate in the
process.

Further, we found that regional accreditation has not responded
s .tisfactorily to the new accountability mandates imposed by govern-

ment agencies and the courts; Even though public obligations have

increased, accrediting officials seem hesitant to accept expanded
evaluation responsibilities. One key accreditation offieLi ok the
following position:

Accreditation cannot, by itself, serve as the basis for deter-
mining eligibility for federal funds; neither can it function
as an _arm of government in policing cornpliance. . . .

Accreditation cannot allaw itself to be used for purposes
other than evaluating and encouraging educational quality,
and the burden is always on the accrediting body to demon-
strate that its criteria and proceck -es serve this ideal.'
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Higher education quite properly opposes any governmcnt move
to accredit institutions. But th;- 1)reat in be contained only as
regional bodies expand the scope Ld their authortty and hold colleges
accountable not only for academic eiccellence but also for good
management, affirmative action, and consumer protection, too.

We conclude that the erosion of regional accrediting authority
and prestige leaves a dangerous void. The integrity of higher educa-
tion urgently requires that regional accrediting be supported and that
its procedures be improved. To achieve this objective, we recommend
the following measures:

D Senior officials at all colleges should fully support their
accrediting associations and participate actively in their
work. Serving on an accreditation _team_ should be the
equivalent of jury duty for every academic.

D Regional associations should do more than niasure a
college against its own objectives. They Should also have
their own clear standar& of academic quality, giving
special attention to the undergraduate college and to
the meaning of liberal education.

O Regional associations should also hold campuses
accountable for good management, enlightened per-
sonnel policies, and conSumer protection-7-those areas of
special concern to state and federal agencies and the
courts.

O Accrediting agencies Should develop clearly defined
categories of inStitutional membership that are consistent
from one region to another so the public can better
understand the accreditation status of each institution.

O Information about the accreditation of colleges should
be more acceSsible by tiv ic A summary of the
results of cach campus evaluationexcluding confiden-
tial personnel information=Should be available to all
concerned constituencies.

O A national panel should be established to_ serve as a
"court of last resort" to receive appeals and_ to resolve
conflicts when an inStitution believes it has been un-
fairly treated by a regional association. The Council on
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Postsecondary Accreditationthe organization that
brins together at the national level all recognized
accrediting bodiesis an appropriate group to organize
and maintain this appeal procedure.

Here, then, iS our conclusion: Public confidence in higher

education's ability to govern itself muSt be restored and government
involvement in the academy diminished. To achieve this goal aca:
demic leaders must be willing, collectively, to set academic and public

accountability Standar& and, through regional accreditation, part-
ripate in their enforcement.

SPECIALIZED ACCREDITATION

In our revie* of academic governance we found that one form of
self-regulationspecialized accreditarionactually threatens the in-

tegrity of the campus.
The original goals of profeSsional accrediting were estimable:

to establiSh, on a national basis, educational standards, primarily in

fields related to public health and safety. However, during the st

fifty yearS, the liSt of accrediting bodies has grown frorn a small core

to more than fifty associationS. On Some campuses a dozen or more
visiting teamS impose requirements that may compromise the authority

of the trustees and indermine the overall priorities of the institution;

The itSue here is not whether professional Prog-aras should

meet high academk standar& It is, rather, how detailed .liose stand-
ar& Should be; how they should be enforced; and, most importantly,
whether specialized programS are to fit within the larger purposes

of the campus.
Looking ahead, tensionS among departments and disciplines may

increase it budgets tighten. In such a dimate, Professionals on campus

may be even more tempted to abuse accreditation, using the process

not to prbtect the public and promote excellence but to gain leverage

in the competition for lilinted reSources.
We are especially troubled that at least twenty-one specialized

:iccrediting associationS have been linked to occupational licensure

by the state. Through such arrangements, they wield enormous power
mrer higher education by controlling entry into the professions, and
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ing states strong influence over academic matters. The role of the
stat in occupational licensing should be to certify results, no: to
control the process of educat

To fit specialized accreditation more effectively into the overall
governance of higher education the following recommendations are
proposed:

D Standards for specialized accreditation should focus on
outcomes, and campus evaluations should be conducted
ivith full respect for the overall mission of the

D Colleges and universities should not invite to _campus
any cialized accrediting agency whose criteria for
merni),--ship are so intrusive or detailed as to weaken an
institution's own authority over teaching and research.

D Specialized accreditation teams should coordinate their
visits with regional associations, andvileriever possible,
such collaboration should involve sharing information
and prvarmg combined summary reports.

D State governments should reexamine the link berween
occupationaL licensing and specialized accreditation. In
some cases; alternate routes to licensure, such as foimal
examinations or practical experience sl:ould be provided.
In other :ases. the link herween licensing and accred-
itation should be broken altogether.

Clearly; professional associations will continue to play an im-
portant role in the self-regulatory structures of higher education.
We share thei: interest in maintaining excellem-e in the quality of
the professions they serve. We ur."e caution, however, in the pro-
liferation of accrediting associations and in the creation of restrictive
staards that erode the integrity of the campus.

LINKAGES WITH STATE GOVEIthIMENTS

In this report, we have talked about the core of higher learning.
the obligation of the university to protect the essential functions of
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teaching and research. But agencies of the state also have an essential
co7ethe obligation to protect the rights bf citizens and to oversee
the use of public funds. Good governance will acknowledge and
keep _in proper balance both of these essential claimS of the academy
and the public.

State officids have generally respected the independence of the
campus. Today, however, under thz pressure for accountability, the
trend is in the oppos:te direction. Seine- State agencies have become
deeply involved in educational matters, including the evaluation of
academic programs.

State fiscal conirol also has tightened. The revieW of higher
education budgets may include the governors budget director, three
or four legislative committees, the state auditor, and the purchasing
department, iiist to name a few. Frequently, what begins as account-
ability ends up as chaos and confusion.

In the government of higher education, a division of labor must
be maintained. States have an obligation to develop long-range plans,
authorize new (ampuses, develop missions for each institution, set
enrollment goals, and provide adequate Support. And state coordi-
nating boards created to guide expansion have_ an equally importa..-
role to play in a perlod of possible contraction. While closing found:
ing public campuses is much more painful than building new ones,
it is, we conclude, an obligation state govemments should fulfill.

HOwever, good management requireS that decisions be made as
close as possible to the point where they will be carried out. Good
management also requires that effective performance be rewarded.
Permitting colleges to retain savings, for example, will, encoui age
good leadership and save money. As the late Stephen Bailey co ltly
observed: "Unless states provide incentives for quality irnprc
a Gresham's law is bound to predominate." 5

Above all, special effort mmt be made to protect diversi.
within an institution and among campuSeS aS well. And auth _airy

over teaching and research and the review of academic programs
must he kept with the academy itself.

We conclude that, in the (!ays ahead, a more effective rel don:
ship iS iequired between the campus and the state. To clarify and
improve state activities in higher education, we recommend that:
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O State governmentsworkiLg primarily through statewide
coordinating boardShave the responsibility to plan and
provide basic support for 3 prehersive system of
higher education.

O Wh:le holding colleges and universities fully account-
able far the use of public funds, states should encourage
good management by permiCag administrative decisions
to be made as_close as possible to the ooint where they
Will be carried out.

O In fiscal matters, state governments should create broad
categories of expenditures rather than line item budgets.

ri In academic matters, the Litesrity of the campus should
be fully protected. St , : officials should not involve
themselves directly in the review of academic programs.
Rather, they sh uld call upon higher learning mstitu-
dons to assess such programs and report
their findi:./i

Li; State coorai. 0.4 agencies should also work closely with
Iegional accrecning associations to evaluate the pefform-
ance of each campus by providing relevant information
and encouraging members of their staffs to serve on
evai,.1,1 teams.

O Diversity should he a primary goal of statewide coordi-
nation. This objective should be givzn special priority
during periods of contraction.

In o.ir review of the state role in higher education, sv,. cor
diat much has Ex: n accomplished with little threat to the inte,-
of the campus. Nevertheless, new ,;.nsions have emerged and these
recommendations, if adopted, will improve coordinat:on ind accounta-
bility while reducing threats to th.1/4: integrity of hig",:r education's
etkntial academic core.

THE FEDERAL CONNECTFIN

As federal support for higher education slcyrocketed. coneges and
universities were, quite predictably, called upon to be 1,,cy,! account-
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able h.: lei" use of public funds. The relationship between Wash-
ington and the campus became much more complex. Still, in our
review of tilt growth of research or student aid :upport we found
few examples where federal oversight of these programs was eScceg=
siVe.

If federa! involvement in higher educiu'on has been relatively
benign, ho,,, !s it that there has been, until recently at least, so much
complaining dbout government intrusion? The answer lies, at leaSt
in part, in witar we call "the cumulative impact." One regulation may
not be -eFtrk:;Je, brt many replatinns quite literally smother an
institut i-n.

Clearly, a new approach is needed. To clariFf, the relationship
between federal ager.ies and the nation's campuses we progosP: that
new government-university forums be created to improve comznuni-
cation, resolve differences, and move toward policy consensus. As a
beginning, we sugt;est two such bzZes: one for research, the other
for student aid.

There ar,_ precedents for what we have in mind. The Nadonal
Science Foundation, the Natiunal Institutes of Health, and other gov-
ernment agencics have Log used ad hoc advisory boards from the
academy. The American Counc,.! on EdurKr.mr, alSo has established an
Office of Self. ft.eg,;atory Initiatives, ith a national advisoq corn=
mittee to help sent:: conflicts over such matrerS as the administration
of Student aid. The National Ac._ luny ; nc,.. has a com-
mittee called Government-University F 3upp (t of Science
that is exploring the forum idea.' The moves in the
right diiectiNi.

One final point e note in this report that the i6 r al ...,overn-
ment hiS, for thirty years, relied on the academy itselfthrough vol-
unta;.y accreditationto determine which 311eges are eligible to get
"Aeral supp-or. This procedu ls not perfect but it is bt :er than
having tlie Department of Echcatton evaluating colLE,;:s and involv-
ing ielf more deeply in the ac,-redition of the accreditorsfunctions
that we conclude are better left to the academy itself.

Now that Wr.:.hington's role in higher education iS bing
challenged, we believe the historic partnership must be reaffirmed.
And, if higher educatic' is properly to meet its responsibilities in
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adMinistering federally funded research and student aid; new arrange-
ments are required. We, therefore, recommend:

1:3 The federal government has an obligation to support
higher education programssuch as tesearch and student
aidthat are truly national in character and that tran-
scend the needs and interestS of one state or regi. a.

0 Public officials, in their supervision Of federally-funded
research and student aid. should limit their control of
higher educatio:-1 to the fiscal oversight of such pro:
grams.

O To improve ach oversigh;., the National Academy of
Sciences, sh Ad establich a government=higher education
research fc rum to exchange ideaS, search fo,. . t
on Lis: policy and resolve disputes over rt. is-
tration xisting programs. Such a forum should be
organ in c :Alsultation with appropriam ft leral agen-
cieS a profes.nonal bodies.

The American1 Council on Education, working with the
Department of Education, should also eStab;ish a gov-
ernmen:-higher education student assistance forum to
eicchange ideas, search for agreement on policy, and, re-
solve disputes over the administration of student aid pro=
grams. The Council should alSo enlacge the work of its
Office of Self-Regulatory Initiatives.

Policy_guidelines deseloped by the American Council on
Education's self-regulation project and by the new
forums recommended in this regort Should he considued
for adoption at every institution of "tigher learn'ng
which they apply. Further, such guidelines should be
used by accrediting teams to assist in the evaluation of
individua? campuses.

In determining the eligibility of colleges to participate in
federal programs, he Secretary of Education should use
regional accreditation as the basis for approval.

Ti' p!qaration of an approved list of region:11 assoxi-
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ations should be a function of the Council of Postsec-
ondary Accreditation, not the federal government

The founders of this nation _were wise to restrict the role of the
federal government in the control of American higher education: The
nation's lender- have also been enlightened in recognizing that there
are certain locational objectives that can best be served by federal
support Reconciling this important principlefederal support without
federal controlhas created a need for new procedures to resolve
conflicts as they arise: Our recommendations hav.e been designed to
meet the challenge.

PROTECTING INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS

Protecting the rights of individuals is one of the most sensitive and
most essen-Lt' issues we confront in this report on the control of
higher educatini. The right of the university to decide who is to
teach confronts the right of the individual to be employed; promoted;
or dismissed without prejudice. In such matters; who controls the

--ligher education_ must not retreat from r.l-ie goal of equal op-
nity, and we call upon colleges and universities to affirm an

absolutely unwavering commitment to equity for all. Such a com-
mitment will go fari we conclude, to resolve tensions in the troubled
arena of civil rights enforcement

But the methods of monitoring compliance also need review:
Gthernment standards are sometimes too specific and at other times
too vague. Enforcement ground rules change from one administration
to another. Most disturbing; has been t' inclination of government
officials to impose procedural requiremmts on the campus that
threaten traditional academic preiogatives of the institution. Further,
with over 3,200 colleges nd uflive s t be monitored, govern-
inent ,:annot do the job alone;

To strengthen self regulation in this imk-: rtant rt Itter we sup-
port a recent suggestion that equal opportunity councils shc:!ld_ be
formed within each university and college, building upon higher
echication'S tradition of peer review. The successful institutional re-
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view boards mandated by the Department of Health and Human
Services to monitor the use of human volunteers in federally funded
research provides a model. These boards have piotected human sub-
jects while reducing the need for a vast enforcement machinery within
the ' eaucracy itself.

The equal opportunity councils we have in mind would extend
the work of affirmative action committees by monitoring the hiring,
dismissal, and promotion with the institution.' Such councils will not
overcome the poor employment opportunities caused by declining
resourcf.s and enrollments. Still, equality of opportunity is reuired
durirG bad times as well as good. And we conclude tl,at colleges and
universities should now seize the initiative and develop strategies that
will effectiy fulfill their legal and moral obligations. To achieve
these ends the following recommendations are proposed.

Protecting individual rights k public accountability
obligation that must be met by every higher learning
institution.

In fulfilling this ma2date, colleges and universities
should vigorously reaffirm their commitment to equality
of opportunity by having clearly stated goals with de-
tailed plans for implementation;

Higher learning institutions should form equal oppor-
tunity councils to monitor both faculty and onfaculty
hirings, dismissals. Jitl promotions. Council membership
should include campus personnel and professionals from
other campuses as well.

El The findings of the equal opportunity council should_be
examined by -esionat accredit:1g committees and made
available to appropiiate goN . iment enforcement agen-
ces.

While new self-monitcong arrangements for thc
achievements of equality of opportunity are essential,
in the end; a campus should be judged by goals and
results rather than detailed procedures.



A LOOK AHEAD: THE CAMPUS AND THE CORPORATION

Throughout higher education's history; universities have had to nego-
tiate the terms of their independence with the most i;owerful institu;
tions of the day: At first; they were influenced significantly various
religious bodies. For early American colleges, preparing ministers and
transmitting the faith to a new generation were top priorities. Later, as
the nation-state grew strong, religious issues faded, and higher educa-
tion increasingly became engaged in the public agenda, establishing a
close relationship to the states and, later, to the federal government
as well.

What about the future? Lookiir ithoad we expect that federal
and state agencies *iIL continue to v important roles in shaping
the mission cid influencing the g-ove7.iance c h'gher education: There

a renewal of church influence at luszer of private colleges;
hut this shift will no: be enough to overcome the earlier decline.

The most dramatic governance issue of the future, we believe,
will be one we have no?: yet mentioned in this reportthe conoection
of higher education to the corporate world. Businessmen have long
served on governing ?wards; and v exerted influence as wealthy
.s'.'r.tefactors. AS early as 1918, Thorstein Veblen wrote a trel.:chant

then hilarious critique of the way corporate and cornmercal
values were penetrating the academy.'

Today; however, ::orporate political and economic fxmer is on
the rise, .-:nd higher education will increasingly find itself negotiating
ës with goverrunent bureaucrats; and more wkh giants of the busi

ness xorIi. Increasingly, iacademic decisions are being shaped by
decisions in corporate board rooms.

The connection between higher education anci major coipora-
tionsin both research and cuTriculum decisionsimperils colleges
and universities L much the same way as the :hutch and the state
have threatened ul versity integrity in the past And preoccupation
on the part of the a Alemy with the p..iorities of business and indur.try
may mean that tl-,e larger socal mcridates highlighted in this report
e/uality of access to eduution, fiscal accountability, social justice
will be compromised.

As we have stressed, academic governance is important not as
an end in itself but as a means of helping ,:he academy fulfill its
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overarching social obligations. We agree with Derek Bok, Pres-ident
of HarVard University:

EdL anon and research may not be the most visible or
heroic means of striking at the evils of society. But taken as
a whole, they repreSent the surest way by which academic
institutions can resolve the moral dilemma of continuing to
enjoy the ouL:ter pursuits of learning in a world filled ix ith

and in;ustice. If universities pursue this course with
enough energy and determination, even the angriest critics
may eventually come to appt Hate the full weight of their
sothl contribution.9

PréSident Bok's comment suggests what we _believe _to be the
fundamental question: If colleset and Universities become too closely
linked to Corporate interests, can they continue to ask society to grv
them the special and privileged statiikthat the icademy has historical
enjoyed? The iSsiie is a profound one; and we believe that the_larger

plications of the burgeoning corporate connection are just emerging:
The MOSt ithportant possession of colleges_and universities is not

their endowments; nor Jacilities, not even the faculty, adininistrators,
arid thiSteeS. The possession that is important above J others is in
regrity. In the eneL the structute of _govcrnance must protect the

bf higher education to carry on, integrity, the essential
functions of teaching and research.
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A RENEW AL OF LEADERSHIP

HIS REPORT HAS focused on the legal structures and admin-

istrative procedures e, connect higher education, govern-
ment, and the larger society. Unquestionably, such structures

and procedures rnust _be shaped_ with great care and repeatedly re-
viewed. But, in truth, they can only provide the framework for achieve-
ment, not achievement itseif. Like all human institutions, the academy

can be no greater than the human hcings who comprise it. For all
the attention to flow charts, master plans, and program reviews, the
educational enterprise ultimately depends upon people.

GOvernance guidelines in themselves have no animating power.
In its most authentic sense, governance is simply the process by which
people pursue common ends and, in the pro:ess, breathe life into
otherwise lifeless forms.

The best measure of the health of the governance structire at
a college is not how it looks on pa;, cr, but the climate in which it
functions Do those involved see some point to what they are doing?
Do they believe their efforts can make a difference? Is there a sense
of excitement? Is the lee J.ership confident of its aims and goals, with-
out being isolated from either the larger society or the particular
institutional community on whose behalf leadership is being 4.:xercised?

Whether higher education is to remain socially accountable and
intellectually independent wilL be determined by the quality and
spirit of its leadership, including presidents, trustees, deans, and
individual members of the faculty.
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Unforrunately, too many higher education leaders, from presi-
dents on down, feel almoSt overwhelmed by demands of the bureau-
cracy that call for accountability but provide few re-cards and give
campus leaders little freedom to make their own decisions. Even
trustees feel pressured and confused, their own g _ .rnance function
almost hopelessly constricted within a complicated bureaucratic grid.

The_ ever-increasing role of outside agencies in campus matters
is gradually wearing down internal --,vemance structures. 46.c. leader-
ship is diminished, povT- 1.(.1 flow even more t, ily to

,alIcracies outside. (....cier surh circumstances; administr. 1 too
4r:a ;ix.= simply responding to an impersonal system, flov fr)ng

ceaseless tide of forms, reports, and computer
iarold Enarson, former pre5or.n: of Ohio State Univ, once pu

it in a moment of exasperation: could one.: say deci c -hL

stops here.' Now it ne rer stops."'
This destruaive cycle must be ended. The gover; -cc initia. .;

must return where it Belonss: to the campus itself But stzu and
administrative reforms, like those proposed in this report can only
go so far toward achievins this goal. What is most required is no
less than a rebirth of leadership in higher education.

Quite obviously, the steps to such 1 renewal of leadership, can-
not be spelled out in a Series of recommendations. Yet some of is
characteristics can be suggested. It must be a leadership that can take
the initiative in prodding colleges and universities to define their own
academic standards and social obligations rather than waiting pas-
sively for such standards to be imposed by others. It must be a lead-
erSh'Ip that can redefine, in contemporary terms, the fragile tradition
of academic freedom. It must be leadership that will forcibly remind
those within the academy that independence and self-governance can
survive only if they are willing to should-r the burden of making it
not merely a matter of pious rhetoric, ly living, work reality.
It must, in short, be le:dership of visicx t creativiLy tL.. :an de-
fine and defend the Spirit of the academ... wet.; ,ise.

If such a new spirit of confidence tve.,. co emerge in higher
education, we are convinced that mmy of the problems and frustra-
tions that have been the concein of this report would dramatically
shrink in importance. They would not vanish, but they would ,.:ase
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to be so stiflingly oppressive as the acair-ny ons.e began to define its
own purposes and revitalize its historic governance traditions. Whether
such a rebirth of leadership is possible may well be the central ques-
tion facing American higher edumion in the /ears ahead.
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APPEL DIX A

ACCREDITING AGENCIES
AND ASSOCIATIONS

Approved by the United States Deparwlent of EducatiOn

Regional Institutional Accrediting Associthons

I. Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools
2. New England Association of Schools and Colleges
3. North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
4. Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges
5. Western Association of Schools and Colleges
6-. Southern Association of Colleges and Schools'

National Institutions and SpecWized Accre,' ing Bodies

1 Committee on Allied Health Education and Accreditation
2. National Arch. ectural Accrediting Board, Inc.
3. National Association of Schools of Art ar.d Desigr
4. American Association of Bibk Col!egeF

National Accreditation Council for kge..cies Servit.g the Blind
and Visually Handicapped

6. American Association of Blood Banks

1 The association has separate commissions for colleges and universi-
tie:, and fc- -v-nional institutions.

2 Separatt commissions operate for four-year institutions, junior and
community coii.:ges, and vocational institutions.

3 Accre,.,arion is done in cooperation with the Committee on Allied
Health Education and Accmditation.
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7. American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business
8. Association oF, Independent Colleges a.ld Schools
9. The Council on Chiropractic Education

10. Association for Clinical Pastoral EduLation, Inc.
11. Council for Non-Collegiate C.ontinuing Education

12. National Accrediting Commission of Cosmetology Arts and
Sciences

13. American Society of Cytology 3
14. Joint Commission on Dame and Theater Accreditation
15. American Dental Association
16. The American Dietetic Association
17. Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, Inc.
18. Society of American Foresters
19. American Board of Funeral Service Education
20. Acch:diting Commission on Education for Health Services

Administration

21. National Accrediting Agency for Clinical Laboratory Sciences
22. National Home Study Council
23. Foundation for Interior Design Educatica Research
24. Acuediting Council on Education in Journalism and Mass Com-

munications

25: American Society of Landscape Architects
26. American Bar Msociation
27. American Library Association
28. American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy
29. Accrediting Bureau of Health Education Schools
30. American Association of Medical Assistants 3
31. American Medical Record Association 3
32. Liaison Committee on Medical Education of the Council on

Med ,:al Education of the Arnerican Medical Association and the
Executive Council of the Association of American Medical
Colleges

33: American Academy of Microbiology

34. National Association of Schools of Music

35. Joint Review Committee on Educational Programs in Nuclear
Medicine Technology 3
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36. knerkan Association of Nurse Anesthetists
37. National Amciation for Practical Nurse Education and Service,

Inc.

38. National League for Nursing, Inc.
39. American Occupational Therapy Association
40. National Association of Trade and Technkal Schools
41; AmerIcan Optometric Association
42. American Osteopathic Association
43. American Council on Pharmaceutical Education
44. American Physical Therapy Association
45; Joint Review Committee on Education Programs for Physician's

Assistants

46; American Podiatry Association
47. American Psychological Association
48. Council on Education for Public Health
49. Association of Advanced Rabbinical and Talmudic Schools
50. Joint Review Committee on Education in B adiologic Technology
51. joint Review Committee for Respiratory Therapy Education'
52. Council on Social Work Education
53. American Speech-Language-Hearing Association
54. joint Review Committee on Education for the Surgical

Technologist

55. National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
56. Assmiation of Theological Schools in the United States and

Canada

57. America-1 Veterinary Medical Association
58. New York State Board of Regents

9
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APPENDIX B

THE CARNEGIE SURVEY
OF

HIGHER EDUCATION
DECISION MAKING

0 OBTAIN A CLEAR impression cif the current state of aca-
demk governance, The Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching conduaed m May , 1982, a survey

of decision making in higher education.
Our survey instrument listed 39 decisions unckr three headings:

academic, personnel, and administrative. We did not attempt to be
exhaustive. Instead, we selected decisions we considered to be repre-
sentative of key policy area&

Our survey also listed 12 locations of decision making, and
the respondents were asked to identify the locations which held
effective authority for each of the 39 decision& Effective authority
was defined for the respondents as "the agency whose decision gen-
erally stands and usually is not reversed."

The survey was sent to four respondents in each of the fifty
states:

El The chief executive officer of the state's flagship uni-
versity or university system

9 The chief executive officer of a rblic four-year insti-
tution

o The chief execudve officer of a public two-year insti:
tution

O The head of the state's higher education agency.
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The last category overlapped the first because in six of the
responding states, the state public university system iS alSo the State
higher education agency. In all, we mailed out nearly 200 question-
naires and received responses from 76 percent of the institutions
and agencies surveyed, that is, from state higher education agencies
in 41 states; from 41 flagship universities,' from 42 four=year col=
leges, and 26 two-year institutions.

In the report of the data that follows, the 39 key higher education
"decisions" are listed vertically on the left side of every page. The
four types of universities, colleges, and agencies from which the responses
came are repeated under each oi the "decisions."

The 12 "Locations of Decision-Making" are liSted horizontally
across the top of the tables.

Responses of the chief executive officers of the variouS typeS of
inftitutions surveyed are numerically clustered under the various
locations of decision-making.

In six instances in which a respondent was both a flagship institution
and the state agency, responses are included for both types ofirespondents.
Although the numbers are roughly equivalent for state agencies and flag-
ship institutions, they do not always include agencies, and institutions in
the same state.
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RESPONSES TO THE CARNEGIE SURVEY OF
Numbers of higher education agencies and institutions assigning "effective authority"

ACADEMIC DECISIONS

1. Defining campus mission
and objectives

Depart-
mental
level

Faculty
senate or
council,
campus
level

Aciminis-
tration
at the
campus
level

Govern-
ing
board,
campus
level

Faculty
senate or
coLacil,
multi-
campus
system

Adagnis-
tration,
multi-
campus
system

Higher Education agencies i 3 5
Flagship institutions

.
Four-year institutions

3
7

5

7
5

1
Two-yea ir nstitutions 1 2 9

2. aettmg campus admis-
sions standards

Higher Education agencies 8 15 8
Flagship institutions 11 13 1

Four-year institutions 9 10 5

Two-year institutions 2 12 3 1

3. Determining course
content & objectives

Higher Education agencies 38 1

Flagship institutions 34
Four-year institutions 33
Two-year institutions 17 1

4. Setting staent-faculty
OatiOt

Higher Education agencies 20 1 1 2
Flagship institutions 1 21 2
Four-year institutions 2 19 ^
Two-year institutions 1 15 3

5. Establishing minimum
faculty-student con-
tact hours

Higher _Education agencies 8 19
Flagship institutions 12 17
Four-year institutions 3 23
Two-year institutions 15 4
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DECISION MAKING IN HIGHER EDUCATION
. .for making selected decisions to units within higher education and state governments.

Govern-
ing State Other
15610, State: depart- state Ltgis-
multi cootdi- meat of &over- eitecutive lature Multi
campus mains educa- nor's branch or its pie tes- Not ap-
system agency tion office agency stiff ponse plicable

16
17

7
2

17 4 3 1

7 2 2 2

7 1

6 2
12 3 1

3

7 4

1

5

1
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6. Acceptins research
funds from external
sources

Higher Edutation agencies
Flagshipinstitutions
Four-year institutions
Two-year institutions

7. Setttng degree
requirements

Higher Education agencies
Flagship insdtutions
Four-year institutions
Two-year institutions

8. Dem ling content of
institutiond self-study
for regiond accred-
itation

Higher Education agencies
Flagship institutions
Four-year institutions
Two-year institutions

9. Deciding whether to.seek
specialized _accreditati.)n
for particular programs

Higher_Education agencies
Flagship institutions
Four-year institutions
Two-year institutions

10. Establishing new under-
gradUate programs

Higher Education agencies
Flagship institutions
Four-year institutions
Two-year instinitions

Faculty
Faculty Adminis- Govern- senate or Adminis-
senate or tration ir.g council, tration,

Depart- council, at the board, muld- multi-
mental campus campus campus campus campus
level level level level system system

6
3

24
27
29
12

3

2

4 21 5

13 17 1

5 24 3

1 6 2

5 32

2 30
8 29
4 13

26 1

1 26 2
2 27 1

1 16 4

1 5 5

6 8
1 5 4

5
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Govern-
ing State Other
board, State d -part- irate Legis-
multi- coordi- ment of Gover- executive lame Multi;
campus caring educa- nor's branch or its ple res- No: ap-system agency lion office staff ponse plicable

3

4
5

1

1

3

2

5

2

16 10 1

11 7 1

13 8
7 4

6
4
4
1

1



11. Establishing new
graduate or professional
prosrams

Depart-
mental
level

Faculty Adminis=
senate or tration
council, at the
campus campus
level level

Govern-
ing
bOard,
campus
level

Faculry
senate or
council,
multi=
campus
systern

Adminis-
tration,
multi-
campus
sysm

Higher Education agencies 4
Flagship institutions 2 2 2
Four-year institutions 4 1 1

Two-year institutions 1 1

12; Reviewing and elimi-
nating existing under-
greduate programs

Higher_Education agencies 11
Flagship institutions 21 1 1

Four-year institutions 2 1? 4
Two-year institunons 1 8 2

13. Reviewing and elimi-
nating existing graduate
p tograms

Higher Education agencies
Flagship institutions

_9

16
Four-year institutions 13
Two-year institutions 1 2

14. Adding or discontinuing
an academic department
or division

Higher Education. agencies 16
Flagship instimtions 19
Four-year institutions 18 1

Two-year institutions 13
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Govern-
ing State Other
&card, State depart- state Legis3
maid- coordi- ment of Gover- executive inure Multi- _

campus natir g educa- nor's branch er its ple res- Not ap--
system ageocy tion office agency staff ponse plicable

17 Li 1

11 6
14 10 1 2
3 3 2 16

14
12
12
6

15 6 1
12 - 7
12 - 4 2
4 L.- 1 18

11
12 1

10
5

r)-
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PERSONNEL DECISIONS

,
1. Appomtsng sensor

Campus adininistrators

Faculty
Faculty Adminis= Govern- senate or Adminis-
senate or tration ng I Council, tration,

Depart- council, at the board, multi- multi-
mental campus campus campus campus campus
level level level les el system system

Higher Education agencies
Flagship institutions
Four-year institutions
Two-year institutions

2. Hiring new factdty
members

.
Higher fducation ager -les 24

16
15
20
7

13

13

5

9
11

3

2

7

1
Flagship institutions 18 20 2
Four-year institutions 13 22 4
Two-year institutions 2 16 3

3. Granting faculty tenure
and promotions

Higher Education agencies 20 1

Flagship institutions 14 1 6
Four-year institutions 20 6
Two-year institutions 6 8

4. Determining academic
salary rcb,nittles

Highe: _iclucation agencies 14 6
Flagship institutions 5 14 1

Four-year institutions 17
Two-year institutions 5

5. Setting rides On outside
income for faculty members

Higher Education agencies 1 13 9
Flagship institutions 17 1
Four-year institutions 15 6
Two-year institutions 8 7

1 11 7
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C-overn-
ibg State Other
board, State depart- state Legis-
multi- coordi- ment of Gower- executive lature Multi.
campus nating educa- nor's branch or its pie mi. Not ap-
system agency tion office agency staff ponse plicable

10
14
1 I.

6

1

2

2

5

10
14
3

2

^

1

1

3



Facuky
Faculty Adminis. Govern- senate ot Adminis-
semne 0 tration :ng council, tration,

Depart- council, at the board, multi- multi-
mental campus campus campus campus campus
level level level level system system

6. Authorizing out-of-state
travel for faculty
members

Higher Education agencies 12 27
Flagship institutions 16 24
Four-year institutions 8 31
Two-year institutions 3 15 3 5

7. Allocating vacant faculty
positions among depot-
ments

Higher Education agencies
Flagship institutions
Four:year institutions
Two-year institutions 2

& Negotiating with unions for
collective bargaining agree-
ments for academic
personnel

Higher Education agencies 1

Flagship institutions
Four-year institutions ==-

Two-year institutions

9. Determining affirmative
action targets for aca-
demic hiring

Higher Education agencies 1

Flagship institutions 2
Four-year institutions 3
Two-year instiutions 2

10. Adjudicating faculty
grievances

Higher Education agencies _- 3
Flagship institutions 1 10
Four-year institutions 1 2
Two-year institutions

;11 11

39
38
42
20

10
2

7

5

32
28
32
10

23
15

25
16

9

^
1

? 7
13

2 5
8 3

6



Govern-
iOg State 6ther
board; State depart- state
multi- tOordi: mem of GOver- executive lature Multi
campus nating educa- nor's branch or its pie res- Not ap-
system agency tion uffice agency Staff ponie plicable

1

1

1

10 1 ^
3

2 2 1

2

1 3 1

2 1

1

22- - 15

7

1

2
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ADMINISTRATIVE
DECISIONS

1. Setting campus enroll-
ment levels

Depturt-
mental
level

Facult*
senate or
counil,
campus
level

Adminis-
tration
at the
campus
level

Govern-
jog
hciard,
campus
level

Faculty
seDate or

multi-
campus
sys:em

Admitus-
tradon;
multi-
campus
system

Higher Education agencies 12 7
Flagg up institutions 1 14
Four-year institutions 24
Two-year institutions 15 5

2. Determining affirmative
action targets for en-
rolfment

Higher Education agencies 22 5

Flagship instinnions 25
Four-year institutions 28
Two-year institutions 12

3. Setting tuition levels
Higher Education agencies 9
Flagship institutions 6 4
Four-year institutions 7 -^
Two-year institutions 10

4. Allocating revenue from
non-stae sources (indirect
cost reimbursement, aux-
iliary enterprises)

Higher Education agencies 23 5

Flagship institutions 19 1

Four-year institutions 27 2
Two-year institutions 14 4

5. Approving departmental
budgets

Higher Education agencies 37
Flagship institutions 35 1

Four-year institutions 39 1

Two-year institutions 1 18 3
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Govern-
ing State Other
board, State depart- state Legis-
multi- coordi: men: of Gover- executive larure Multi-
campus Dating eriuca- nor's branch or its ple res- Not ap-
system agency tion office ilgency staff ponse plicable

10 4
11

7
1 1

1

3
5 1

3

1

6

22 2 1
25 2
22 2 2
6 2

1 5 1
4 1 4 3
5 2 2 2
3

3
1

2
1

2
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6. Establishing guidelines
for budget development

Depart-
mental
level

Faculty
senate or
counci!,
campus
level

Adminis-
tration
at the
campus
level

Govern-
ing
board,
campus
level

Faculty
senate or
council,
multi-
campus
system

Adrninis-
traton,
multi-
campus
system

Higher Education agencies 11 6
Flagship institutions 12 17
Four-year institutions 21 6
Two-year institutions 10 5

7. Making purchases
over $1,000

Higher Education agencies 31
Flagship institutions 1 23 6
Four-year institutions 30
Two-year institutions

8. Tiansferring more than
$5,000 between budget
categories

Higher Education agencies 18
Flagship institutions 25
Four-year institutions 1 18 1 2

Two-year institutions 11 5 2

9. Assigning space and
facilities to specific
academic programs

Higher Education agencies 1 37
Flagship institutions 1 37 = 2

Four-year institutions 1 39
Two-year institutions 1 20 2 2

10. Building or habitat
a campus facility

Higher Education agencies 1 6 6
Flagship institutions == 1 ; 1 3

Four-year institutions 8 4
Two-year institutions 5 9
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Govern-
i rig Stare Oth er
board, Starei depart- State
muld- coordi- merit of Gover- executive
campus iating educa- noe branchs
system agency don office agency

11

Legis-
larure Multi=
or its pie res- Not ap-
snuff ponse plicable

4 1 2 2 1 -- 1 - - _.-. 2
1 - - 2 - - 2

^
1 2

2 1 3
1 2

1 1 4
1 1 1 3

1

12
12

11

4

6
1

2

1 2
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11. Authorizing fund-
raising for capital
improvements

Deplurt-
mental
level

Faculty
senate or
council,
campus
level

Adminis-
tration
at the
campus
level

Faculty
Govern- senate or
ing council,
board, maid-
campus campus
level system

Adminis-
tration,
multi-
campus
system

Higher Education agencies 14
Flagship institutions 13

Four-year institutions 16 10 1

Two-year institutions 6 13 2

12. Ltablishintor closing
branch campuses

Higher Education agencies 3

Flagship institutions 3

Four-year institutions 3
Two-year institutions 10 2

13; Offering courses and
programs off campus

Higher Education agencies 24
Flagship instimtionz 17 1 7
Four-year instimtions 5 24 1

Two-year institutions 1 17 2 5

14. Determining specific
reductions required by
mid-year budget cuts

Higher Education agencies 1 28 2

Flagship institutions 1 27 8
Four-year institutions 1 34
Two-year institutions 16

15. Use of year-sin-4
campus budget surplus

Higher Education agencies 1 21 6 2

Flagship institutions 1 1 18 2 8
Four-rar institutions 1 27 1 1

Two-year institutions 8 9 6
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Govern-
ing _ State Other
board, State depart- state LegiS:
multi- cootdi- ment of Go Yer-- exet-utive larure Multi-
campus natirig ecluca- nor's branch Or its ple res: Not ap.!system agency rion office agency staff ponse plicable

11 1 2 1 - 1
10 - - - 1 - 1
6 _ 1 _ 1 - 6
4 _ _ - 1 - -

14 10
14 1 3
15 1 2 5
6 - 2

1

1

2

1

1
1

5

113 6
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INSTITUTIONS AND AGENCIES PARTICIPATING IN THE
SURVEY OF DECISION MAKING IN HIGHER EDUCATION

State Education Agencies

Alabama Commission on Higher Education
University of Alaska Statewide System
Arizona Board of Regents
Arkazisas_Department of Higher Education
California Postsecondary Education Commission
Connecticut Board_of Higher Education
Delaware Postsecondary Education Commission
Florida Department of Education
Georgia BOard of Regents of the Univers;y System
Hawaii State Postsecondary Education Commission*
Idaho State Board of Fducation
Indiana Commission for Higher Education
Iowa State Board of Regents
Kansas Board of Regents
Kentucky Council on Higher Education
Louisiana Board of Regents
University of Maine Board of Trustees*
MarylandState Board for Higher Education
MassachusettsBoard of Regents of Higher Education
Michigan State Board of Education__
Minnesota Higher Education_ Coordinating Board.
Mississippi Board of Trustees of _State Institutions of Higher Learning
Montana Board_oi Regents of Higher Education*
Nebraska Coordinating Commission for Postsecondary Education
University of Nevada System*
New jersey State B6ard of Higher_ Education
New Mexico Board of Educational Finance
New York State Education Department

* Institutions counted as both flagship institutions and state education
agencies.
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Board of Governors of the University of North Carolina*
North Dakota State Board of Higher Education
Ohio Board of Rents
Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education
Oregon Educational COordinating Commission
Pennsylvania Office of Higher Education
Rhode Island Board o Governors for Higher Education
Texu_Coordinating Boaid, College and University System
Vermont_Higher Education Planning Commission
Virginia_State Council of Higher Education
Washingtontouncil for Posts-econdary Education
West Virginia Board of Regents
University of Wisconsin at Madison

Flagship universities

University of Alaska
University of Alabama
University of Arizona
University of Arkansas
University of California
University of Colorado
University of Connecticut
University of Florida
University of Georgia
University of Hawaii
University of Idaho
University of Illinois
Indiana UniVerSity
University of Iowa
University of Kansas
University of Kentucky
University of Maine*
University of Maryland
University of Minnesota
University of Mi&si&sippi
University of Missouri
University of Montana*
University of Nevada System*
University of New Hampshire
University of New Mexico
State University of New York
University of North Carolina*
Ohio State UniVersity
University of Oklahoma
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Oregon Department of Higher Education
University of Pennsylvania
Rutgers, the Scat University of New Jersey
University of South Carolina
University of South Dakota
University of Tennessee
University of Utah _

University of Vermont
University of Virginia
University of Washington
University of Wisconsin at Madison
University of Wyoming

Four Year _Institutions

Alabama A 8c-M-University
Angelo State University (Texas)
Airnstrong State C011ege (Georgia )
Bemiji State University (Minnesota)
California State College ( Pennsylvania )
California State University Hayward
Central Washington University
Delaware State College
Delta State University (Mississippi)
East Czntral_University _( Oklahoma )
Eastern Connecticut State College
Eastern Itlinois.University
Florida Atlantic University
Francis Marion College_ (South CArolina )
Henderson State University -(Arizona )
Keene State College (New Hampshire)
Lyndon State College (Vermont)
Mesa College (Colorado)
Miami University (Ohio)i
Murray State UniversitylKentucky)
New-Mexico Highlands-University
North Carolina Central University
Northeast-Missouri University
Northern Michigan University
Northern Montana-College
Nortliern State College (South Dakota)
Purdue University Calumet (Indiana)
Rlidford University (Virginia)
Salisbury StateCollege (Maryland)
Sher herd College (West Virginia)
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State University College at Cortland (New York )
Tennessee State University
University of Nevada; Las Vegas
University of Hawaii at Hilo
University of Maine at Presque Ish-;
University of Wisconsin at Stout
Valley City State allege ( North Dakota)
Washburn University of Topeka Kansas)
Wayne-State-University (Nebraska)
Weber State University (Utah)
Western-Oregon State College
Worcester State allege (Maine)

Two-Year Colleges

Austin Community College (Minnesota)
Bossier Parish Community College (Louisiana)
Central Community College (Nebraska)
Clark Community College (Nevada)
Crillege of Southern Idaho
COlorado Mountain College
Community College of Beira County (Pennsylvania)
Community College of RhOde Island
District One Technical Institute (Wisconsin)
Fast Central College (Missouri)
Gainesville Junior College (Georgia)
Greon River Community C-ollege (Washington)
HorryGeorgetown Technical College (South Ca.colina)
Howard Community College (Maryland)
Isothermal Cormnunity College (North Carolina)
Lake Region Commuting College (North Dakota)
Miles Community College (Montana)
Niagara County CommunityEollege (New York)
Northern New Mexico Community _College
Pearl River Junior Callege ;Mississippi)
Polk Community College (Florida)
Solano Community College (California)
South Plains College (Texas )
University of Kentucky Community College (Kentucky)
Yavapai College (Arizona)
Waubonsee Community College (Illinois)
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_colleagues and award licenses tOteach Such
authotity begns to define What the essay calls the

iicasmie core, dim* fiuseriaiis of teaching
and reseatth that must, at ill onsta, be proteaed
from outside control. The legal authority once
held by the faculties of the great Medieval univer-
skies is, in the American tradition, held by
governing hoards

The essay reviews efforts of the actideraY to
regulate itself, firtt through internal &taloa
Milting, and later throu0 volunti-ty ticicrediting
It traces the new -connections that have ëtheied u
colleges and unkitersities join with gowttitinent to
advance research, eland educational oppartunities,
and promote stscial jtiatice These parttetthipi
halie changed the thission and the governance
structure of higher ethicatiom

PUblk OVersight is hicely w incià as much
ot highet ediicatian moves from eipansian to con-__ .straint. The essay concludes, hoWever, that this
would be a mdie in the wrong direcikaL It calls
upon higher atcackm to recapture the initiative

.in controlling its own destmy. Colleges and
universities are Urged to strengthen their capacity
to regulate theinselves and find iVayi f their own
leadership mire effectively VI kid.
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